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Railways should make travel safer
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I was very happy to read the contents of the May issue
of your magazine on Urban Mobility Crisis. From skywalks
to metro rails you have covered almost all aspects of travel
in the city. I agree with most of the writers who have
rightly pointed out how Mumbai transport infrastructure
is woefully inadequate and car-centric. It seems that
infrastructure is planned keeping only the car owners
in mind. Cyclists and pedestrians have been completely
neglected by urban planners.
While trains are the fastest and preferred mode of
transport for the middle class people and office goers, it is
a daunting and frustrating experience every day. The risk to
our lives is very high. It is frightening to see people trying to
board the trains that are packed like sardines. The railways
must give priority to safe travel of commuters and increase
the number of trains. Mumbaikars who are the highest tax
payers cannot be taken for a ride!
– Mohana Iyer, Mumbai
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Dear Editor,
In the article on Khushwant Singh (Great Indians, May
2014 issue), the writer says, when Singh was editor of
The Illustrated Weekly of India he raised the circulation
“to an incredible 4,00,000 copies”.
That is incorrect. The circulation reached that height
under my editorship (1978 – 81); I credited it to my
colleague Raju Bharatan who brought out the issue under
my direction on Sports. For giving him credit, I was pulled
up by the management.
It is minor matter but the same credit to Khushwant
Singh was given by another colleague of mine on the staff,
Bachchi Karkaria.
With kind regards,
Yours sincerely
M. V. Kamath
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The great institution
of cricket
V. Gangadhar tells people to stop grumbling about the decline of our great
institutions, as he admires the phenomenal growth of cricket as an institution,
over chilled champagne and caviar, at an IPL match.

W

hy do we complain and grumble all the time
that several great Indian institutions are on the
decline? Like our politics, civil service, education
system, legislature, judiciary and what not. All the time
the media is grumbling about this overall decline without
even acknowledging that even the media has declined
significantly.
Cheer up, grumblers and cry babies. How can any proud
Indian forget that the great institution of cricket, a proud
legacy left behind by the British has grown tremendously?
Picking up bits and pieces from the British we progressed
so much that we beat the masters who taught us the game,
England, resoundingly. The entire world knows about this.
If you are ignorant, just watch the movie ‘Lagaan’ where
a group of dhoti-clad Indian country bumpkins without any
protective equipment thrashed powerful English landlords
and ‘bada sahibs’ in cricket and made them abolish an
obnoxious illegal land tax.
That was just the beginning and since then the
development in Indian cricket as an institution has gone on
unchecked. Way back in 1949 I watched my first test match
at Chennai’s Chepauk, standing under the boiling sun on all
the five days and falling ill for the next five. Quite recently, I
watched a two-hour ‘tamasha’ IPL (Indian Premier League)
match at one of the special ‘hospitality’ enclosures in the
company of skimpily clad female attendants who gently
massaged my eyes, fed me caviar and poured chilled
champagne into my mouth. How much has the institution
of Indian cricket developed! There were days in the past
when great Indian test players represented India for ` 250
for a five day test match, travelled in 3rd class railway
coaches and stayed in hotels where cockroaches and bugs
were their roommates. Our present captain M S Dhoni now
owns 29 brand new motorbikes, has signed sports contracts
worth millions, travels first class in airplanes and may soon
own a personal aircraft. If this is not development, then
what else is?
One India One People
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Cricket as an institution never had it so good, both for
officials and players. A BCCI (Board of Control for Cricket
in India) stalwart, Lalit Modi played around with IPL funds
and flew off to seek asylum in London. But such was his
prestige that he got elected as the boss of Rajasthan Cricket
Association. Another BCCI boss spends more time in courts
fighting for his position and in all probability could also be
sent to prison to spend time with his son in law and his
betting friends. This kind of ‘family attachment’ was special
to Indian cricket and elevated it to much higher status.
Thanks to such elevated status Indian cricket can now boast
of three vast stadia in one city Mumbai, with two of them
Brabourne and Wankhede within hand-shaking distance. An
Indian politician Wankhede, a true patriot, did not like the
British built Brabourne stadium and had another one built
which carried his own name. This endowed the institution of
Indian cricket with a special patriotic glow, unheard of in any
international sport.
Thanks to such ‘strong’ individuals Indian cricket gained
international fame, laid down its own rules and regulations,
threw down the DRS (Decision Review System) into the waste
paper basket and made other cricket associations tremble in
fear with its money power. The BCCI ruled the game with an
iron fist because it controlled the game through gate receipts
and TV rights rackets. It came to be known as Board of Lack
of Control for Bullies in India (BLCBI). We controlled cricket
all over the world, we set the rules, decided on DRS and
other issues, controlled the umpires and within India used
strong arm tactics to settle scores.
Cricket in India has survived inspite
of all this and has made it clear that the
institution of the game has taken deep
roots. It is stronger than its political
system, legislature, judiciary or civil
service. It now rules the world! n
The writer is a well-known satirist.
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Can the downslide in the temple
of democracy be reversed?
The Indian Parliament has witnessed a steady decline in the standards of working in the
past decade. There is an urgent need to arrest this downtrend and restore the sanctity
of the temple of democracy, writes Dr. P M Kamath.

O

VER the last 67 years, it is a well established fact
that over the years the working of the Indian Parliament
has steadily declined. The decline was gradual initially,
but since the beginning of the 21st century, it has become
very obvious and significant. Vinay Sahasrabuddhe in his book,
Beyond a Billion Ballots: Democratic Reforms for a Resurgent
India, categorically states that there is a decline in the
parliamentary conduct of
its multifarious business.
This article will try to
discuss the topic at two
levels: First how
parliamentary executive
contributed to the
decline of Parliament
and second, how
Parliament—mainly it’s
lower house, Lok Sabha
itself contributed to the
decline. The entire issue
will be seen in three
phases: The glorious
phase, second, how
gradual decline in the
stature of Indian Parliament set in, and finally how it has
become obvious in the 21st century. Can we, as a nation
consciously make an effort to reverse the trend?

Glorious past
During the initial years, in retrospect, for first 17 years of
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru (1947-1964), in particular, till the
Chinese aggression of October 1962, the Prime Minister was
conscious of the need to set good precedents to see that the
Parliamentary system took to deep roots. In this effort, the
aura of freedom movement helped in maintaining fairly high
standards of parliamentary behaviour. In the beginning (19471952) the Constituent Assembly doubled up as the Parliament;
6

later 10 years (1952-1962) a large number of Members of
Parliament (MP), who were members of the Constituent
Assembly, continued in the Parliament. They were highly
educated, and from economically better off sections of India
who had joined national freedom movement driven solely by
nationalism.
It included eminent men like Pandit Nehru, Sardar Patel,
Maulana Azad, Dr.
Rajendra Prasad, Dr.
B.R.
Ambedkar,
Acharya Kripalani,
Minoo Masani, H. V.
Kamath, Prof. K. T.
Shah and Prof. Shibban
Lal Saxena among 207
members. Parliamentary
debates were marked
by high respect for each
other.
Members
accepted
differing
opinions. These men did
not hesitate to criticise
PM, Nehru or each
other. But minority on a
proposition always deferred to the majority opinion despite
their differences.
One at least can recall two such issues. First, some
members, like Prof. Shah and H. V. Kamath advocated India
adopting Presidential form of government, while a majority
was in favour of Parliamentary form. Second, Nehru favoured
not using nuclear energy for destructive purposes. But Prof.
Saxena and H. V. Kamath wanted India to acquire scientific
power of making atomic weapons before denouncing its use.
But there was no acrimony, and Nehru sat through the entire
debate in the House, sometimes complimented the MPs, for
their views. Nehru believed in having “a strong opposition.”
Indian President, Pranab Mukherjee delivering the Jawaharlal
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then the federal government. In 1969 the All India National
Congress was split by Mrs. Gandhi to have organisational control
as an instrument to run the parliamentary government. That
reduced her parliamentary support forcing her to depend upon
communists. Her opponents came to be known as the Congress
(O) while the faction led by Mrs. Gandhi perfectly indicating
Decline creeps in
the heart and soul of the Party as the Congress (I)—I indicating
Nehru’s philosophy was however, not shared by Indira
Indira! Irrespective of who assumed party presidency, she was
Gandhi, Nehru’s daughter who was elected the President of
the party High Command. Thus began a trend of High
the Congress Party in 1959. Earlier the Communist Party of
Command nominating the members of the Congress Working
India (CPI) led by E.M.S. Namboodiripad had won a majority
Committee, presidents of party’s district and state units;
in April 1957 general elections in Kerala. It was not acceptable
selecting chief ministers of state legislatures controlled by
to Indira Gandhi and she manoeuvred levers in the federal
her party.
government, though Nehru was opposed, to secure the
With this well arranged control of the party machinery
dismissal of the first ever Communist government under Article
and the government, she held general elections in 1971 on
356, in July 1959, a first ever misuse of the constitutional
one slogan of removal of poverty (Garibi Hatao) and won twoprovision.
thirds of majority in the Parliament. The
This decision of Nehru was widely criticised
elected MPs owed their seats to her charisma.
No longer there
by the opinion makers in India. It was alleged
Her victory in December 1971 war with
is any respect to
that the CIA (Central Intelligence Agency)
Pakistan over the birth of Bangladesh only
the essence of
funded the anti-communist agitation. It could
made the Time Magazine to describe her
democratic
be believed as the then American Ambassador
‘Empress of India’ while Atal Behari Vajpayee
norm: discuss,
in India, Ellsworth Bunker’s biography stated
described her as the Goddess Durga!
that Kerala’s “election results rang alarm bells
debate, defer and
MPs appointed as ministers, members of
in Washington, DC.” For me it is further
decide. Everyone constitutional committees and members of
indirectly confirmed by the fact that in
Congress organisational bodies at states and
criticises today
President Eisenhower Library in Abilene, Kansas
districts were ignored in preference to
but majority
there was a file on Congress President, Indira
bureaucrats in the Prime Minister’s Secretariat
leadership rarely
Gandhi; was not declassified despite my written
(PMS). They excelled in their belief that ideas
accepts the
request twice—once in 1977 and again in
without backup action on the ground could
critical
1987.
increase the popularity of their supreme leader.
suggestions of
People with their ear to the ground—be the
leaders in
Bending and breaking of parliamentary
ministers, MPs, state chief ministers and
opposition; and
norms
leaders were made to wait by the bureaucrats
opposition is
The decline of parliamentary system can
at their ante-chambers in the PMS.
be considered at two levels: First executive
least interested
branch tampering with the role of Parliament;
in offering
Debilitating impact on Parliament
and second, Parliament itself behaving in
In a nutshell, the result was growing
alternative ideas
undignified and un-parliamentary manner.
corruption, lack of responsiveness and
while being
Executive flouting of the written Constitution,
accountability of the rulers. That invited the
critical of the
conventions and democratic norms governing
JP (Jay Prakash) movement, eventually leading
government.
the parliamentary government and its sustaining
Mrs Gandhi to impose National Emergency
political institutions, was largely initiated by
under the provisions governing imposition of
Indira Gandhi as she became the third PM of India in 1966.
internal emergency under article 352 wherein because of
Then the processes of politics and governance were narrowly
internal disturbances government cannot be run according to
aimed only at self-aggrandisement, promotion, and enrichment
the provisions of the Constitution. It was done without cabinet
of self and family, not only by the leader but also by all those
approval. The period saw suspension of fundamental rights,
who extended blind support to her, under ideological cover of
censorship and highest judiciary was packed with ‘yes men’
‘left’ as opponents were branded ‘right’.
who would toe the executive line. During the period of
She first achieved the total control of the Congress Party
destruction of parliamentary democracy, all the plans were to
Nehru Memorial Lecture in Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU)
in January 2014 on “Nehru and Parliamentary Democracy”
said that “Nehru was against banning of the Communist Party
even though he was against its policies. He wanted that it
should be countered by normal legal processes.”
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perpetuate Mrs. Gandhi’s dictatorship. It was openly
propagated by the Congress Party under its president, D. K.
Barooh that “Indira is India, India is Indira.” Though 21
months’ later emergency was lifted; new elections were held
that denied power to Mrs. Gandhi, it left Indian democracy
fragile; parliamentary institutions weak and political system
fragmented. After a brief interlude of the Janata Party rule, in
1980 Mrs. Gandhi came back to power and ruled till her
assassination in October 1984.
Mrs. Gandhi’s 16 years of dominance as the PM had a
debilitating effect on the Parliament. It will not be an
exaggeration to say that Mrs. Gandhi took the Parliament for
granted during this period. During the Bangladesh war, Mrs.
Gandhi, for instance, signed the Indo-Soviet Peace and
Friendship treaty to checkmate China. She informed the
Parliament one hour before actually signing it. During the
emergency, it has been rightly said that if only 60 members
of the ruling party in Parliament had joined the opposition in
rejecting the Emergency Proclamation, Indian democracy today
would have been different.

From post-Emergency to 21st century
During this period governments with the exception of 10
years of Rajiv Gandhi (1984-1989) and Narasimha Rao (19911996) have been what is loosely called as coalition
governments, have seen a growing trend of decline in
parliamentary behaviour of the MPs. With increasing political
fragmentation within the Parliament, smaller a faction inside
the Parliament, greater the members’ proneness to play to
the gallery, a necessary evil of live coverage of proceedings in
the Parliament. Some of the more evident disgusting
demonstration of lack of respect for parliamentary rules and
conventions can be briefly mentioned here with remedial
measures. First, indiscipline amongst the MPs has increased.
MPs running to the Speaker ’s chair, snatching away
microphone, papers, destruction of furniture, using them for
hitting rivals has become too common to illustrate.
Yet, a nadir was reached on 14 February 2014 during the
introduction of the bill to create Telangana state by dividing
the present Andhra. Blows were exchanged between pro and
anti MPs; pepper spray was used and Watch and Ward staff
recovered a can of inflammable liquid from an MP. Four MPs
were taken to hospital. These incidents in Lok Sabha were in
no way different from ordinary people’s behaviour on streets!
Though 16 MPs were suspended, they should have been

expelled and debarred from contesting any polls for a minimum
period of six years. Precedents were already there. In 2005,
11 MPs were expelled for accepting money for raising question
in Parliament. Even Nehru had expelled a Congress MP, Mudgal
for corruption in 1951. MPs need to compulsorily undergo
training to inculcate discipline, faith in dignified behaviour
and ought to take a vow not to behave in a non-parliamentary
manner. It should be a priori part of accepted parliamentary
behaviour that any violation of the rule should result in
appropriate punishment irrespective of party affiliation,
including expulsion.
Second, there is an increasing trend on the part of MPs to
use disruption of proceedings as the means to demonstrate
their opposition to the proposition on the part of the ruling
coalition. No longer there is any respect to the essence of
democratic norm: discuss, debate, defer and decide. Everyone
criticises today but majority leadership rarely accepts the
critical suggestions of leaders in opposition; and opposition is
least interested in offering alternative ideas while being critical
of the government.
Since opposition parties have no faith in their own abilities
to convince how the alternative they suggest is in the national
interest, not permitting government to function is considered
as democratic means to their political goals. President Pranab
Mukherjee cites the time lost by Lok Sabhas in terms of
percentage: XII-11.93, XIII-18.95, XIV-19.58, and just ended
XV, 37.77(up to 14 sessions). As a result nothing much gets
transacted in the Lok Sabha: in 1952-1957 it held 677 sittings
and 319 bills were approved. But the last XV Lok Sabha had
427 sittings and only 185 bills were approved. Increasingly,
many essential measures are passed like national budget or
defence budget without any discussion.
However, in conclusion, it should be added that the above
painting of a dismal picture, should not lead any readers to
discredit the Parliamentary system in India, but force their
area politicians to ponder over seriously to arrest any further
slide in behaviour of elected bodies.
The writer is Former Professor of Politics,
University of Bombay; currently, Director,
VPM’s Centre for International Studies (Regd),
Mumbai and Adjunct Professor, Department
of Geopolitics and International Relations,
Manipal University, Manipal. His book on
India-China Relations for Asian Century
(Gyan, 2011) deals with some issues raised
in this article.

Maxim
“Everything that is excellent will come when this sleeping soul is aroused to self conscious activity.”
– Swami Vivekananda
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India’s defence
mechanism under attack
Analysing why India’s defence mechanism is under attack Lt. Gen.(Dr.) D.B. Shekatkar
PVSM, AVSM, VSM (retd.), says the most important challenge to the top leadership is
and will always remain, how to keep the defence forces isolated, untouched, unpolluted
and uninfluenced from overall national environment of corruption, lack of trust and faith
in the government mechanism.

I

F not learnt, analysed and seriously acted upon, history
has a ruthless tendency to repeat itself and punish the
defaulters severely. The first decade after India’s
independence witnessed a rather indifferent and lacklustre
attitude towards India’s defence and security mechanism. This
was probably due to the colonial hangover amongst the
political, diplomatic and bureaucratic leadership which
percolated to India’s higher leadership in defence and security
mechanism. Even the Indian Army could not remain untouched.
The entire nation and the Army had to pay a heavy price for
the humilative defeat due to Pakistan’s aggression in Jammu
and Kashmir and later China’s aggression in 1962. Loss of
territory to both Pakistan and China not only changed the
history but also the geography of India. Indian Army which
was the pride of British Empire paid a heavy price in terms of
loss of our brave soldiers. This was due to poor leadership in
our defence mechanism. Pakistan felt so confident about India’s
incapability that it even gave away almost 4800 sq km of
India’s territory to China in 1963. India could do nothing about
it and it is questionable if anything will be done in future to reacquire our Indian territory lost to China and Pakistan. Both,
the politicians and bureaucracy passed the entire blame on to
the Indian military leadership.

Higher leadership under attack
The last decade of 20th century and since the beginning of
the first decade of 21st century, we have witnessed India’s
defence and security mechanism, specially the higher
leadership coming under increasing glare and criticism and
also being in news for wrong reasons. The higher and executive
level of leadership is repeatedly under attack. Charges of
corruption, indiscipline, fight at unit levels, scandals, scams,
moral turpitude personality clashes, personal ego and ambitions
have been coming to light with alarming frequency and financial
implications, thanks to our ever vigilant and competitive print
and electronic media. The scams, scandals, irregular and
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fraudulent transactions range from procurement of helicopter,
missiles, tanks, avionics and naval platforms to purchase of
diesel, ration, clothing and meat!.
Is there any branch of government and governance, which
remains untouched? The losses in terms of valuable national
assets range from soldiers, sailors airman, young officers, to
losses of weapons, helicopters, aircraft, and submarines.
The unacceptable excuses and justifications for the wrongs
given are: “Oh these are only a few odd cases in such a large
organisation, such things happen all over the world…. Is it
not that our entire national mechanism, governance and
government is suffering from corruption, inadequacies,
inefficiency, scandals and scams?” Armed forces/defence forces
and establishments are part of national systems. We get our
human resources from the same population; how can we
remain unaffected?
Some of us “old soldiers” though belonging to the old
school of thought feel concerned, alarmed and ashamed when
such things happen. All this is happening at a time when the
nation is passing through a very difficult and challenging phase,
what with increasing threats and challenges to national security
and defence with every passing day and at a time when tensions
between India – Pakistan, India – China show no signs of
subsiding. It is happening at a time when naxalites, Maoists

9

and their ideological as well as political supporters are
dreaming of hoisting a red flag at the Red Fort and Parliament
at New Delhi! The important question is, should India be
caught unawares again as we were in 1947, 1962, 1965
and during the Kargil war? Should India allow history to repeat
itself and punish our young generation who has no say in
policy formulation and national governance?

Need strong leadership at the top

honest organisation. When the COAS asked me as to what I
felt about the findings, I said, Sir, I am rather disturbed and
worried that 13 percent people in India feel the other way!
The Chief was taken aback at my comments. A week later,
he called me to his chamber and told me that he was in
agreement with my observations. I felt assured about my
impression. The Chief probably was expecting a typical Delhicentric (Raag Darbari) answer that should reflect great
satisfaction and pride.

It is an undisputed fact of human life that the quality of
leadership plays a crucial role in building up combat/war capability,
A few black sheep ruining the image of the forces
endurance and effectiveness of defence mechanism. Therefore
Fortunately, the cutting edge of the defence forces — the
the leadership at all levels must be professionally sound, capable
officers of the rank of Captains to Brigadiers in the Army and
and highly motivated, to accomplish operational
their equivalents in Navy and Air Force are still
mission during open war or during conflict situation.
untouched by “institutional decay”. It would also
Fortunately, the
It is the quality of leadership that makes defence
be absolutely incorrect to even assume that
mechanism an organisation and/or an institution cutting edge of the everyone in the higher echelons of leadership in
defence forces —
different from the others.
the defence forces have questionable reputation
the officers of the and calibre. There are just few who ruin the
Criminalisation of politics and politicisation
of criminals have become the accepted way of rank of Captains to image and perception about defence forces, due
national life and governance. These very people
to their uncontrolled ambitions and greed. The
Brigadiers in the
form policies, make rules, pass laws, appoint
majority is highly professional, upright, honest
Army and their
higher professional leaders and experts. They find equivalents in Navy and trustworthy. They are still unaffected from
positions in various committees of the Parliament
the fast spreading “Cancer of the Soul.” Of course,
and Air Force are
and state assemblies. Such people expect the
still untouched by we must never forget that just one lousy leader
officials from the entire governing mechanism
in any aspect of governance and government can
“institutional
(defence forces is no exception) to accept
bring disrepute to an organisation. Armed forces/
decay”. It would
substandard equipment and even sacrifice long
defence forces across the world are part of
also be absolutely
term national interests for personal gains. I have
governance. Therefore it is reasonable to assume
incorrect to even
experienced this enough during four decades of
that the leadership is passing through turbulent
assume that
service and experience across India. The most
times and trends. Trends positive or negative
everyone
in
the
important challenge to the leadership is and will
don’t happen on their own. They are connected
always remain, “how to keep the defence forces higher echelons of
to people who are part of an organisation,
leadership in the
isolated, untouched, unpolluted and uninfluenced
institution and nation.
from overall national environment of corruption,
defence forces
lack of trust and faith in the government
have questionable Why have we reached such a state?
An important aspect which needs
mechanism?” It would be wrong to ignore the
reputation and
examination
and analysis is: why have we
fact that people who are a part of defence
calibre.
reached such a state where the higher
mechanism are also individuals who have
leadership is under attack? Firstly a good number
aspirations which are part of human nature.
of high officials in all services have not experienced any war or
In 1994 while serving at the Army Headquaters in New
war like situation, or a conflict resolution. This lack of practical
Delhi as Additional Director Military Operation, I had the honour
experience makes a person adopt softer ways to prove his
of meeting the Chief of the Army Staff (COAS) frequently.
professional calibre. And this is best done in India by speaking
One morning, I got a call from him, asking me if I had read an
good English and social visibility. Young officers up to the rank
article in India Today about the image of the Indian army. He
of Lt Colonel are made to serve in Kashmir and North East
told me to read the article and discuss with him during lunch
during the initial phase of their career. Thereafter many of the
break the same day. The issue covered an excellent analysis
officers do manage to avoid being posted to challenging areas.
of people’s perception about defence forces, especially the
This holds good for other services too. Selection to attend
Indian Army. A positive aspect was that 87 percent people
foreign courses, seminars, joint exercises etc., largely depends
felt the army to be highly trustworthy, dependable and an
10
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on “English speaking skills” and the grading obtained by officers
on training courses and their annual confidential reports (ACRs).
Thus there is a tendency to adopt short cuts to success which
is always at the cost of combat experience and handling of
difficult situation.
Since last 12 years or so there has been avoidable thrust
and trend on quantification model for individual performance for
career progress. In ACRs, the marks assume greater importance
for combat oriented army. In computerised model even just one
mark in critical quality can ruin the career prospects of an
officer. This encourages the tendency to play safe and ‘take
care’ of those who matter in evaluation of performance.

Decline of standards
In our desire to make up for the deficiency of young officers,
there has been a systematic degradation of standards since
the last 20 years. We tend to forget that these very officers
climb up the professional ladder and some of them tend to
do, what they should not be doing.
Many officers do “manage” to get posted on appointments,
dealing with procurement, tendering and evaluation processes.
Some are even deliberately brought to such appointments by
vested interests, for obvious reasons. It would be an interesting
study to find out where some of the officers who were dealing
with procurement, supply, evaluation, tendering, price
negotiations, etc., are employed post retirement. It would
not be surprising to find a good number of them employed by
the arms and equipment suppliers. Many of them know the
system and perfect the art of ‘fixing’. The details for such a
study can be obtained under Right to Information (RTI) Act.
Some of the organisations which deal with reasonably
large funds, turnover, as well as asset management, are directly
controlled by the Ministry of Defence. Service chiefs have no
control whatsoever on the performance of such organisations
like canteen store department (CSD), Department of Defence
Land (one of the most questionable organisation) and Estate,
Director General Quality Assurance, Defence Research &
Development Organisation, Ordinance Factory Board and so
on. These are directly controlled by the Ministry of Defence,
which hardly care much about corruption and incompetency.
No defence land scandal or scam can ever take place without
the involvement from bottom to top functionaries of Department
of Defence State. Very cleverly they attract and influence some
of the serving officers to issue NOC and regularise land deals.
It is very difficult to find involvement of Air Force officers
in such scams, as the Indian Air Force fortunately has a fool

proof and refined system and the Force needs to be
complimented for this.
The arms supplier- lobby and mafia are very influential.
They manage to get suitable officers posted to key appointments
and operate through them. I have had very sad experience of
facing undue pressure to certify suitability of bullet proof jackets
and bullet proof vehicles for the Indian Army, while I was
serving as Major General and Lt General. When I stood the
pressure, I know the price I had to pay. Of course those who
were pressurising me did manage to get employment with
manufacturers and suppliers after their retirement. They refuse
to realise that “We were playing with the lives of our young
soldiers and officers who use these jackets during operations.”
Can we say today as to which President, Prime Minister
or any other VIP will be a victim of circumstances while
travelling in these helicopters? If one of the most modern
transport aircraft in the world can meet with an accident
between Agra and Gwalior, what can happen to the helicopters
while flying in the most difficult terrain and hostile environment
of the world?
Fortunately Service Officers are not associated with or
have a “major say” in price negotiations process. Price
negotiations are dealt totally by bureaucrats and the so called
financial experts. Armed forces should keep an eye on price
negotiations but should never get involved in price negotiations
process and decisions.

Upholding the pride of this unblemished institution
The question arises as to what should be done and what
is the way to uphold and maintain the glory and pride of the
unblemished institution of armed forces? It must be understood
and accepted that defence forces are the last hope to face
external and internal challenges both during peace and war.
Politicians, bureaucrats must resist the temptation to tamper
with the functioning of the system for personal loyalties and
gains. Loyalty to the nation should be of utmost importance.
“Death before Dishonour”, has always been the credo of
warriors for centuries. The latest example is the resignation
by Admiral D.K. Joshi, the Chief of Naval Staff. However, to
mention credo like “Death before Self” in today’s Indian
environment would be laughed off and criticised. Service
before Self is another credo which needs to be upheld.
For the higher leadership the temptation to reverse the
order of the honour code must be ruthlessly curbed. Only then
will the higher leadership be able to inspire the rank and file to
(Continued on page 15)

Did you know?
The world’s first Granite Temple is the Brihadeswara Temple at Tanjavur, Tamil Nadu. The shikhara of the temple is
made from a single 80-tonne piece of granite. This magnificent temple was built in just five years, (between 1004 AD
and 1009 AD) during the reign of Rajaraja Chola.
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Restoring the credibility
of CBI and CAG
N. Vittal proposes measures to restore the credibility of the Central Bureau of Investigation
and the Comptroller and Auditor General of India, which has taken a severe beating in
the last few years because of the brazen misuse by the UPA II government.

M

ORE by accident than design, the UPA II (United
a significant role in UPA II are the CBI and CAG. The CBI is
Progressive Alliance) Government which governed
the premier police organisation and a major instrument in the
from 2009 to 2014 became a textbook case of all
hands of the Government of India (GOI) for investigating and
round poor governance by making practically every organisation
bringing to book cases of corruption and major crimes. In the
for governance dysfunctional. This performance of UPA II looks
politically volatile era of the UPA II it became an effective
tragically ironical when we read the following passages in
instrument for the Indian National Congress to ensure the
the recent best seller by Sanjaya Baru, ‘The Accidental Prime
political support of allies like the BSP (Mayawati) and SP
Minister –The Making and Unmaking of
(Mulayam Singh). Whenever these parties did not
Manmohan Singh’.
support the Congress led UPA II, the CBI was
The credibility
directed to initiate harsh legal action against
of the CBI was
Excerpts from the book
them and when they toed the line of the
systematically
“UPA’s first Parliament session began on a
government, the CBI went easy on them. The
damaged and
rocky note. From the prime minister’s point of
misuse of CBI by the government was so brazen
lost during the
view, it was a sad note. For the first time in
and cynical that the Supreme Court had to
UPA II regime.
parliamentary history, a newly elected prime
intervene and pull up the CBI many a times.
The earlier
minister was neither allowed to introduce his
Sometimes, the court distrusted CBI’s
reputation built
council of ministers to the Parliament, nor given
professionalism to such an extent that it set up
by the CBI was
the privilege of replying to the debate on the
Special Investigation Teams (SIT) and monitored
because of the
motion of thanks to the President for his address
the cases directly.
competence and
to the Parliament.”
The brazen misuse of CBI led to the opposition
“Dr Singh returned home upset at the turn professionalism
party BJP, openly labelling the CBI as the Congress
of events. It was then decided that the statement
deployed by the Bureau of Investigation.
he had intended to make in the Parliament be
officials of the
read out as an address to the nation on television.
Legal background to Article 355 and 356 of
CBI from the
the Constitution of India
Mani Dixit and I were asked to redraft it as an
time of its
The CBI has a very special legal background.
“Address to the Nation.” The template for the
formation in
The
7th schedule of the Constitution lists the
address was the NCMP (National Common
1963 up to 1977.
subjects allotted to the Union Government and
Minimum Programme). After listing the new
the State Government as well as subjects which
government’s agenda, I added a paragraph that said – No
can be handled concurrently by both.
objective in this development agenda can be met if we do not
These are list I [Union list] list 2 [States list] and list 3
reform the instrument in our hand with which we have to
[concurrent list]. Police, including Railway and Village Police,
work, namely the government and public institutions. Clearly,
subject to the provisions of entry 2A of list I (the Union list) is
this will be my main concern and challenge in the days to
allotted to the states (entry 2). List I of the 7th schedule, 2A
come. It is a paragraph that many have pointed to over the
says, deployment of any armed force of the Union or any
years as the one that gave them great hope and the one
other force subject to the control of the Union or any
agenda item on which the PM failed to deliver.”
contingent or unit thereof in any state in aid of the civil power:
powers, jurisdiction, privileges and liabilities of the members
Brazen misuse of CBI
of such forces while on such deployment. The Constitution of
Two of the key organisations of governance which played
12
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India which was framed between September 1949 and January
1950 had a number of distinguished lawyers as members.
Many of them were the leaders of India’s struggle for
Independence, led by Mahatma Gandhi. The Constitution was
largely based on the Government of India Act 1935.
This Act represented the culmination of the process of
increasing self-government in India under the colonial rule.
The British were the paramount power when India was a
colony. Nearly one-third of India was under native states of
varying sizes and development. The British also adopted
different models of governance so far as the frontier areas like
the North-West and North-East were concerned.
The main thrust of the GOI Act 1935 was that while the
central government retained under its exclusive jurisdiction,
subjects like currency, armed forces, national defense and foreign
affairs, the residual powers rested in the provinces/states. The
experience of the operation of the GOI Act 1935 for the next 14
years up to 1949 highlighted the need for ensuring overall peace
and law and order as a national priority. Our founding fathers of
the Constitution therefore dramatically reversed the central thrust
of the 1935 Act and made a radical shift to strengthen the
central government. Instead of India becoming a federation of
states, it was converted into a union of states with the residual
powers resting with the central or union government.
It may be mentioned here that in the evolution of the
United States of America, the reverse process took place.
Initially the nation of America became a nation for migrants
from other countries especially Britain and the European
continent. Thirteen such states banded together as the United
States of America and declared independence in 1775. The
Civil War of 1861-1865 took place because the southern
states which depended on slave labour of the blacks for their
economic needs of growing cotton and the northern states
which were industrialised wanted to abolish slavery. The
southern states were defeated in the war and this finally
resulted in the emergence of a single nation – the United
States of America under the visionary leadership of the great
President Abraham Lincoln.
Having learnt the lessons of history and the experience of
the Government of India Act 1935, our Constitution makers
made two key provisions in the Constitution – Articles 355
and 356 - which read as follows:
Article 355 – Duty of the Union to protect states against
external aggression and internal disturbance: it shall be the
duty of the Union to protect every state against external
aggression and internal disturbance and to ensure that the
government of every state is carried on in accordance with
the provisions of this Constitution.
Article 356 – Provision in case of failure of constitutional
machinery in states: This is the notorious Article under which
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the President’s Rule or Central Government’s rule can be introduced
in a state. It provides that the President on receipt of a report
from the Governor of a state or otherwise is satisfied that a
situation has arisen in which the government of the state cannot
be carried on in accordance with the provisions of the
Constitution, the President may by proclamation assume to
himself all or any of the functions of the government of the state.

CBI facing an existential problem
The credibility of the CBI was systematically damaged
and lost during the UPA II regime. The earlier reputation built
by the CBI was because of the competence and professionalism
deployed by the officials of the CBI from the time of its
formation in 1963 up to 1977. As the subject of police is
within the jurisdiction of the state under the Constitution, a
legal sleight of hand had to be used to give legal cover to the
CBI. The Delhi Special Police Establishment Act was formed
in 1961, especially to handle cases of law and order and
investigation of crimes in the capital city of Delhi. This Act
was amended to be used for criminal investigations of the
central government employees and crimes relating to central
government property, all over the country. However as the
states have exclusive jurisdictions under list 2, the CBI can
investigate cases involving central government employees only
with the concurrence of the state government.
In recent times, the very legal basis of CBI functioning
under the Delhi Special Establishment Act has been challenged
in the Assam High Court, which has held the law to be
invalid. An appeal of the central government is pending with
the Supreme Court. The CBI is therefore facing an existential
problem today. It has no credibility thanks to its recent record
in handling of scams during UPA II and its very legal basis is
under a cloud.

Measures to restore credibility
A few months ago, Arvind Kejriwal of the Aam Aadmi
Party, by going on hunger strike on the issue of Delhi Chief
Minister’s control over the Delhi police highlighted the
constitutional problem arising from the distribution of the
powers relating to the police under Schedule VII.
I would suggest the following solutions for both these
problems.
 The Constitutional conundrum highlighted by Kejriwal can
be solved by the creation of a union police force like the
United States federal police. This could be manned by exservicemen primarily and operated along with the state
police in the same jurisdiction including investigation of
crimes. This will create for the citizen, a choice of the
police force he/she wants to complain to when any crime
takes place. That police force alone will investigate and
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pursue the case till its conclusion.
 This will also help to break the monopoly and the rampant
and widespread corruption in the state police forces.
 Ultimately the credibility of any organisation depends on
the type of people who operate the system. The entire
process of selection and operation of the CBI can be
radically improved by ensuring total transparency regarding
qualification and selection process for recruiting people.
The process of selection should not only be transparent
but such that there should be a TINA (There Is No
Alternative) factor built into it.

CAG should adopt CVC model
The CAG is the second organisation which rose to
prominence during the UPA II regime. Surprisingly this was
for diametrically opposite reasons which made CBI an
organisation without credibility. Mr Vinod Rai, the exComptroller and Auditor General of India, was not only a
competent officer, but also was very bold in highlighting the
major scams which came under the scanner of the audit
department like the 2G scam, the CWG (Common Wealth
Games) scam etc.
The UPA II government which felt nervous and threatened
by his actions tried to question his functioning and complained
that the CAG was exceeding its powers visualised under the
Constitution Article148. The government tried to strike at
the root of the organisation by choosing a person who had
earlier served as Defence Secretary. However, with defence

India’s defence mechanism under attack
(Continued from page 11)

trust them. Senior officers who feel constrained to abide by
the code of conduct must make way for others. There cannot
be justification to ones own deed, greed, breed and temptation
to remain on the seat of power by hook or by crook.
There is a need to reconsider undue importance given to
quantification of performance of the officers of the rank of
Colonel and above and their equivalent in Navy and Airforce.
Ground and practical experience in challenging command
assignment must be given due importance.
The government must consider cooling off period for all
retired (service, as well as civil) officials of the rank of Major
General, Joint Secretary, equivalent and above posts from the
date of retirement or after VRS.
Those who are confirmed guilty of scams, scandals,
corruption must lose each and every perk including medical
facilities. They must also be denied pension. Gains made
through corrupt practices, scams, scandals must be
confiscated and merged with government treasury and assets.
Finally there is no point drawing false satisfaction from
14

scams like the helicopter deal, etc coming to light, it created
doubts in the minds of many concerned citizens, whether the
new CAG will be able to objectively discharge his duties.
In fact a PIL (Public Interest Litigation) has been filed by
eminent persons like the former cabinet secretary and chief
election commissioner, challenging his selection. The CAG
as an organisation, generally has built an excellent track record
of professional and competent performance over the last five
decades. Its future reputation can be ensured by introducing
the principle of transparent selection process with the TINA
factor built in as in the case of the CBI. The imminent change
of regime following the UPA II is an excellent opportunity to
rebuild and restore the credibility of both the CBI and CAG.
As far as CAG is concerned, we must adopt the model of
CVC (Central Vigilance Committee) for selection. A high power
selection committee with the Prime Minister, Finance Minister,
the leader of the opposition in the Lok Sabha and the Rajya
Sabha and the Chief Justice of India along with the outgoing
CAG must be formed. The name of the candidate must be
submitted to the President for approval.
The CAG like the CVC must be
debarred for life from holding any office
of profit after his single term of office
is over.
These steps will usher a better era
of good governance.
The writer is a former Central Vigilance
Commissioner.

calling ourselves the second or third largest defence force in
the world or strategic forces. Instead of branding ourself
“Largest” let us try to be “effective and efficient” armed forces
of the world. We should also remember that “Obesity of
numbers can never win a war and ensure national security.”
Obesity can never resolve conflict. The side effects of obesity
are adverse be it in the body of an individual, organisation or
nation. There is a need for trim, slim, agile and effective
security and defence mechanism for India. Defence mechanism
is totally different from security mechanism, though they are
complimentary to each other. It is high time that instead of
calling ourselves “Defence forces” we should be the “Armed
Forces of India”. Armed forces under professionally competent,
honest, upright leadership to protect
and further India’s national interest!
The writer has served in Indian Army
for four decades. He has participated
in Indo-Pak war in 1965 and 1971.
During Kargil war in 1999 he was
incharge of entire China front in
Arunachal Pradesh. He has served
extensively in North East combating
insurgency in Assam, Nagland, Manipur
and other areas.
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Cricket isn’t at the heart
of BCCI
The Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI) has been dogged by corruption
scandals and other controversies since a long time. Venkat Ananth wonders aloud
whether the richest cricket body in the world is capable of reforming itself to safeguard
the sport it governs.

A

month ago, as I made my way to the Supreme Court
of India to cover a set of proceedings in what is now
infamously known as the “IPL (Indian Premier League)
betting and spot-fixing case”, it was a surreal experience. I
wondered what a journalist, transitioning between sport and
political journalism, was doing in a court. But there I was,
reporting on a case which virtually was about the integrity of
the
sport
we
collectively love,
watch and write
about. The fact that
the Supreme Court
intervened in a case
the Board of Control
for Cricket in India
(BCCI) chose to
brush under the
good old carpet,
makes you wonder if
this organisation, as
powerful as it is often
projected to be, is
capable of reforming
itself, once in a
while to safeguard
the very sport it governs.

A cabal which threatens to destroy the sport
Organisational malaise is nothing new to the BCCI.
Unfortunately, it revels in it. Over the years, the past two
decades or so, its constituents - the state associations, feudal
as their outlook may be, have not just emerged as alternate
sources of power for power hungry politicians and businessmen
alike, but have succeeded in keeping them relevant. Come
the IPL, the corporates too have joined this groovy train of
sorts. Together, they’ve succeeded in putting together a
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coalition of sorts, a cabal if you like, which virtually threatens
to destroy the sport bit by bit, part by part, or worse, as a
whole.The status of the BCCI has often been debated, both
judicially and in public circles, whether it is a private body or
a quasi-public unit, which according to a court ruling,
discharges public duties. As an organisation, it is essentially
supposed to run the sport to the best of its abilities — a
strong emphasis
on development
at the grassroots
level, along with
a degree of
professionalism
at the top. While
in the last few
years, certainly
since the turn of
the
centur y,
there has been
some progress
with the former
(grassroots
development),
Farzana
the
latter
(management)
has been far from impressive. Corruption scandals and other
controversies, ranging from conflict of interest, to impropriety
and disciplinary issues have been annual or recently speaking,
monthly events, yet the Board with its ostrich-like approach
to these very compliance issues, has chosen to overlook
them and bat on, regardless. In short, they prefer cover-ups
to clean-ups.

BCCI believes it is a ministry unto itself
The disappointment with the BCCI has always been that it
has never believed in the basic tenets of governance - transparency
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Is the BCCI capable of institutional reform?
and accountability. Think of it as a ministry unto itself, with
To keep it short, no. Not at least when cricket isn’t at
several bureaucracies and obscure laws that govern them. The
the heart of the cause, and power, disappointingly is. There
Board’s constitution, a secretive document, has been often
have been several suggestions that the Board should come
amended to help maintain the status quo, than alter it. Unlike a
under the ambit of the Right to Information Act (RTI),
corporate structure, which most sporting bodies across the world
but they’ve been met with fierce opposition from its (BCCI)
adopt, the BCCI has no CEO (Chief Executive Officer), no
members, who unsurprisingly also are
shareholders who could ask questions of the
ministers in the current government. A
company’s functioning and certainly no body, which
The
BCCI,
in
its
government takeover of the board is equally
resembles the board of directors. Until four years
bid
to
cleanse
unwarranted, given the shocking state of
ago, the richest cricket body in the world, did not
itself and by
sports administration in the country, and
have a fully-functioning website. Today, it still doesn’t
extension, the
the track record of the various sporting
have something it promised almost a decade ago,
sport
it
proudly
bodies under the Ministry of Sport and Youth
when Sharad Pawar became the BCCI President –
Affairs.
governs, must
a Chief Executive Officer.
The BCCI, in its bid to cleanse itself and
Interestingly, a sub-committee of the BCCI,
look within and
by
extension,
the sport it proudly governs, must
IPL is as professional as it could get – run by an
put in place a
look
within
and
put in place a system of checks
event management company, overseen by a system of checks
and balances. Transgressions must be nipped
Governing Council, which has a good blend of
and balances.
administrators and former cricketers. But this,
Transgressions in the bud straightaway, and penalties must
be introduced for errant associations and
unfortunately is a post-modern facade it chooses
must be nipped in
officials. Every state association must be asked
to mask its very feudal structures.
the bud
to put up its accounts on its website, and only
The President is all-powerful and the
straightaway, and if they comply with these norms, must they
organisation is almost like a secretive society.
penalties must be be given their annual funds. If an association
While it mostly seeks to pander to its powerful
introduced for
doesn’t spend the money it gets from the BCCI,
stakeholders, the various sponsors that fill its
errant
it should be pulled up for these glaring
coffers periodically, it ignores its most important
ones - the fans. The stadiums, which mostly associations and omissions. These are not measures beyond
the realms of the Board. At the end of the
officials.
belong to the various state units that make up
day, if an entire organisation can be mobilised
the BCCI, are state-of-the-art and spectacularly
to protect its President, surely, it could do better in terms of
designed, they are also the most spectator-unfriendly in the
policing its own units. Does it have the will to do so? Not by
world. Each state association which is given a certain amount
past precedents.
annually, a share of the money pie of sorts, is supposed to
Indian cricket, today, is at a crossroads of sorts. Its
trickle it down at the grassroots level. Yet, there are
phenomenal progress on the field, the
associations in the country which have not spent the money,
many glorious victories we’ve come to
or some have with strong political affiliations (the Jammu
see off-late have been matched by
and Kashmir Cricket Association for example), have chosen
utter incompetence and apathy from
to allegedly siphon it off for other non-cricketing purposes.
its officials. For the fan, the powerWhile it is unfortunate that the BCCI has willingly or
play doesn’t exactly matter. But at the
unwillingly chosen to overlook these grave omissions, it’s
end of it all, he deserves better.
something that has been perfected over the years to keep
errant associations in the good books, with the ultimate
quest for political power.

The writer is a freelance journalist
based in New Delhi.

Festive Times
Rathayatra, also known as Car festival, is one of the most spectacular festivals, held at the famous Jagannath temple
at Puri during the month of June. According to a legend in Bhagwat Purana, when Lord Krishna was leaving Gokul
for Mathura, gopis and gopals, his childhood friends blocked the way but on consolation from Lord Krishna they let
him go. This festival is celebrated to commemorate the overwhelming emotional farewell of the Lord.
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Shaping the IITs and
destiny of India
The IITs were created to lead innovation and technology development movement in
India. However, they are still a long way from being recognised as world class. Kinkini
Dasgupta Misra tells us what could be done to foster creativity, innovation and excellence
in shaping the institutes and how IITs could drive India’s social, economic, and
technological transformation.

I

NDIAN Institutes of Technology (IITs) are recognised the
world over for their academic excellence. The IITs are
known for dedication of their faculties and for the strong
motivation and work
ethics
of
their
graduates. Many IIT
graduates
hold
important positions in
academia and industry
in India and abroad and
have made our country
proud, whichever
profession they chose
to pursue – be it
science or engineering,
teaching or research,
entrepreneurship or
corporate world, or
public service. They
have earned respect
globally for their
intellect
and
professionalism.

Established to build a prosperous India
IITs were created as “Institutes of National Importance”
in 1950, as India needed knowledge in science and technology
to build up a prosperous nation and “to wipe every tear from
every eye”. The IITs were to focus on research and postgraduate
education that would give India the leading edge in science
and technology for building a prosperous India.
The history of the IIT system dates back to 1946 when a
22-member committee, headed by Nalini Ranjan Sarkar,
recommended the establishment of higher technical
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institutions in various parts of India, with affiliated secondary
institutions. The first Indian Institute of Technology was founded
in May 1950 at the site of the Hijli Detention Camp in
Kharagpur. On 15
September 1956, the
Parliament of India
passed the Indian
Institute
of
Te c h n o l o g y
(Kharagpur) Act,
declaring it as an
Institute of National
I m p o r t a n c e .
Jawaharlal Nehru,
first Prime Minister of
India, in the first
convocation address
of IIT Kharagpur in
1956 said:
“Here in the place
of that Hijli Detention
Camp stands the fine
monument of India, representing India’s urges, India’s future
in the making. This picture seems to me symbolical of the
changes that are coming to India.”

IITs not in top 100 of the world
The IITs were supposed to lead the nation in R&D (Research
& Development) by focusing on ways to build a prosperous
India by raising the incomes of the poor. And they were
supposed to educate PhD students who would lead R&D in
India’s industries and serve on the faculties of India’s other
technical institutions. The IITs would thus have created a
multiplier effect and a culture of innovation throughout the
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country. Despite this, none of the IITs rank in the top 100
does not adequately portray the inherent ingenuity of the
people. Science, Technology and Innovation Policy of 2013
institutions in the world in research based on any measure,
aims to push innovation frontiers by kindling the creative energy
and IIT professors and graduates hold few significant patents
of our population. The mantle to make this policy successful
in India.
The IITs are known to be among the best teaching
and unleash our inventiveness lies on our higher academic
institutions in the field of engineering, which have made a
institutions, better resources and a flexible and conducive
global mark with their high quality education. B. Tech and
governance system that can recognise and selectively support
M. Tech graduates from the IITs have made a very significant
credible new ideas in a hassle-free manner.
impact in various domains and played a leadership role in
The vision of taking India into the league of leading nations
Indian industry and R&D organisations. They have also provided
would be possible only if we have highly capable engineers,
some PhDs to educational institutions (in addition to industry).
doctors, academicians and other intellectuals. A strong
IITs have created all the relevant ingredients and the best
academic foundation is the basis for producing such talented
platforms to lead the Innovation and Technology
and trained people. Our efforts at expanding
higher education infrastructure in India have
Development movement in the nation.
yielded positive results. Even then, on
At the same time, it is true that till recently,
IITs could still
account of lack of quality, very few academic
the IITs had not grown at a pace commensurate
become
a
force
with the expansion of engineering education in
institutions can claim global reckoning. As
the countr y. Currently, around 500,000
per an international ranking, there is not a
to lead India’s
engineering graduates come out of our
single Indian university, including the IITs,
social,
engineering colleges. This number would cross
amongst the top 200 universities in the
economic, and
one million in three to four years from now.
world. Leading universities of the West and
technological
There is however a serious question about their
universities even in countries like China,
transformation if
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Brazil, Mexico, South
quality. Industry finds a large number of these
Africa, Malaysia and Saudi Arabia are ranked
graduates unemployable needing further
they can
higher than any Indian institution. This has
training. In the 1970s and early 1980s, close
support
to 10% of engineering graduates came from
led to serious attention in our planning,
themselves
the IITs; this has dropped to below 0.5% today.
policies and implementation.
financially and
The decreasing fraction of IIT graduates and
Recommendations for making IITs world
with a significant fraction amongst them moving
have full
class
away from engineering and technology, has led
autonomy in
The Kakodkar Committee 2011 (Taking
to decreasing benefit of IIT graduates to national
making financial
IITs to Excellence and Greater Relevance)
development in proportionate terms (based on
and operational
has proposed significant augmentation/
the Kakodkar committee report).
addition in the following four domains. This
In terms of research, the IITs are
decisions.
would be over and above the current mode
continuously enhancing their research activities
of support through various research funding agencies for
as evidenced by the increasing number of PhDs passing out of
individual proposals submitted to them by the faculty.
the IIT system. Even so, the number of PhDs that pass out
 Identify 3–4 areas of recognised strength involving a
annually from the IITs is very small (about 1000 per year) in
reasonable faculty strength at each IIT and support them
comparison to the size of our country, size of our economy
massively to become the world’s best. Selection of such
and number of youth in the country. Recognising that we are
areas should be done on the basis of demonstrated highfast moving into an era dominated by a knowledge-driven
level capability.
economy and would have to face higher levels of competition
 Take up large coordinated research projects involving a
as the Indian economy becomes one of the largest in the
number of groups from different disciplines (from same or
world, emphasis on technology and innovation linked to
different IITs) to address important national challenges/
advanced research is becoming increasingly important.
other grand challenges with specific pre-defined
deliverables.
Pushing innovation frontiers
 Establish research parks with significant industry presence
A world class higher education system is marked by
at each IIT on the lines of a research park established at
excellence in functioning. Improvement in our academic system
calls for innovative changes. In India, research and innovation
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To live happily ever after
Marriages like any institution are in an exciting flux, coloured by the issues,
idiosyncrasies and innovations of our era. They are no longer the goal of women or
even men. In the changing script, a million variations in marriage may exist, but as
long as two people find balance, life moves peacefully at a different pace during
different times, writes Dr. Harish Shetty.
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Time is gold
Couples remind themselves that they are married by
watching the cozy photograph stored on the cell phones.
As long working
hours sap the
energy
and
provide very little
time to connect,
touch, time and
talk are the
casualties. The
soul and the skin
both
remain
undernourished.
Irritability and
anger are the
consequences.
Lack of sleep
also adds fuel to
the fire. When
time is scarce,
e m o t i o n a l
contact
time
replenishes
e m o t i o n a l
e n e r g y.
The
Mehtas would
come home and
argue over who
will pay the bills,
help the kids with tuitions and son and so forth. After a
few sessions the couple simply began by resting their heads
on each other’s lap and sharing feelings ….in my words
the LAP TOP MANTRA. Everything changed. Energy was
back and bonding better and tasks completed in record
time. Rediscovering soft touch and small talk improves
relationships. Emotional contact time and family contact
Farzana

I

F anyone bombastically roars in a party that ‘they are
happily married’, then remember that it is a lie. There
are no happy marriages. Peaceful marriages are a
realistic
goal
where happiness is
a
byproduct.
Happiness can
never be chased
nor
avoided.
Pleasure can be
gone after and that
is not the same as
happiness. And
when
some
couples share that
they never had a
crisis in their
conjugal life then
there never is and
was any love. Crisis
is a sign of
affection and love.
Irrevocable crisis is
a sign of love on
the death bed or
the postmortem
room. It may be a
sign of hostility
and vengeance too.
Marriages like
any institution are in an exciting flux coloured by the
issues, idiosyncrasies and innovations of our era. As
women are asking for more and the sea of humanity
wanting to live centuries in a decade, the emotions
sprinkle and at times burst causing pain, joy, change
and also harm. Following are some scenarios one sees
in day to day life.
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time even brief, short but intense neutralises the toxins
caused by rapid pace of life.

Changing power equations
As the empowerment of women is slow but sure, reality
power equations are changing. The wife wants a separate
bank account and the liberty to take important decisions.
This when understood and accepted by the husband helps
build relationships and reduces burden on one spouse. But
when this change is resisted conflicts are visible. The
Cherians are in deep distress. Though the husband insisted
on a working wife they had serious objections to her phone
calls, dressing sense and late hours at office. They wanted
her salary cheque to be deposited in the husband’s account.
She objected. The man wanted me to convince his wife. I
led the man to get in touch with his fears. ‘She will leave
me and go, my mother always obeyed my father.’ As the
fears were laid bare on the table we explored the positive
change the wife had brought to the family. ‘She is chirpy,
happy and has added glow in all our hearts’. The issue was
clinched. The irrational beliefs were demolished slowly.
Freedom to sleep, spend and splurge is a must for the new
age woman.

under the roof of a restaurant is not similar to living under
the same roof. Things change. A lady complained that her
husband was better when her husband was a boyfriend.
Men have similar complaints. Love is not about roses, gifts
and about a long kiss. Love is also about the pains,
tribulations and struggle. It needs maintenance just like a
car. It needs engine oil and coolants. Many fail to understand
this. Living together would mean parents, uncles and
relatives in contact with all their needs, egos, sermons
and quirks. When the man believes that his in laws are
‘mother in love’ and ‘father in love ‘the marriage remains
well oiled. Yet in some families there may be conflicts and
the couple may do well with each other but not with their
families. Here the maxim of ‘minimum contact and minimum
conflicts’ works.

When the vows break

Cultures do not meet any more but bang into each other.
Work places are about long intensive activity where hearts
and minds engage each other. Love is never restricted to
numbers whereas romance has to be restricted to one.
Many convert their ‘likes’ into ‘love’ and fall in love with
another. Globalisation and its pace is also a cause. When
societies do not meet naturally, it mates
New definitions
unnaturally. Love marriages also face the
Marriage has
Marriage has many definitions as perceived
risk of being challenged and at times the
many
by people. In my opinion it is ‘mind to mind,
split is wide open. Many feel that love
definitions as
lip to lip, heart to heart and hip to hip’…where
marriage is a guarantee for lifelong union and
perceived by
every aspect is important. Many suffer from a
that is not true. Love marriage is heart to
people. In my
syndrome of ‘anticipating worry’ all the time.
the hip, whereas arranged marriage is from
opinion it is
In a couple when one partner anticipates worry
the hip to the heart. Living together fosters
‘mind to mind,
there is a conflict. There are negative
love which is why arranged marriages also
lip to lip, heart
statements made all the time by the spouse
succeed. Both need hard work to thrive. Love
to heart and
leading to reactions from the other. For e.g. a
has birth, growth and death and at times
husband once said that ‘his wife is happy-gohip to
rebirth. If it dies and does not revive it is
lucky and is irresponsible’. This was because
hip’…where
better to seek a separation rather than simply
she had planned a picnic inspite of the fact
exist. A peaceful separation helps children
every aspect is
that their child scored less in a school test.
to accept the same and remain free from
important.
The husband did not have a positive demeanour
trauma. If a society celebrates birth and
of anticipating joy. The wife wanted to unwind and the
death, marriage and divorce, the society will be healthier
husband would not listen. In another couple the wife actually
and enjoy more peace. Divorce parties are as important as
suffered from the syndrome of, ‘capture, copy and file’. She
marriage parties.
would recall all negative incidents and share it all the time.
She had little memory for the positive ones. Anticipating
Emotional arbitration
joy and recalling positive experiences in life helps marriages
Any relationship in life can go sour be it a marriage,
rock. Physical intimacy is important and spelling out each
a business partnership or a friendship. In a conflict one
other’s needs adds zing to a marriage.
is blind and deaf. The fight vitiates the narrative and

Distance and boredom
Many couples do not understand that seeing each other
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exaggerates personal perceptions. There is amnesia of
the positives and exaggeration of the negatives. Here
the arbitration of friends, family or a counselor may help.
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There are several institutions of arbitration
in communities. Marriage counselling may
take weeks, months and years too. Both
the partners need to invest so much time
in the same.

Depression can cheat

be thrown in different cities, may choose not
to have kids and may be married to their
work where the conjugal partner may be the
second spouse. So a million variations may
exist and as long as they find balance, life
moves peacefully at a different pace during
different times. Marriage is no longer the goal
of women and many men too, and that is all
right. Being alone is better than being lonely
inside a marriage some share. Gay marriages
will be soon a reality and living together
without the sanction of the establishment is
seen. Here the same rules apply as in
sanctified marriages.
Marriage is a marksheet where a spouse
may not score good marks in all subjects, but the average
score is the key. One may try to increase the score as far
as one can in a lifetime. Adjustment may have cost the
former PM Manmohan Singh his job, but marriages do
succeed with a little give and take.
The secret is working towards
peaceful coexistence!

Love has
birth, growth
and death
and at times
rebirth. If it
dies and
does not
revive it is
better to seek
a separation
rather than
simply exist.

When the Iyers were quarrelling every day
and were on the brink of a divorce they visited
a counsellor. It all began with simple irritable
behaviour that led to confrontations on various
issues. The din of the fights submerged the
origins of the conflict and the blame game
began. When the counsellor slowly dissected
the problem, he saw the origins in the illness
of depression which the husband suffered. Treatment of
this man resolved everything. Depression may hit any one
and may not have a trigger. Identifying it early and rectifying
it is a must. Shoving it under the carpet can destroy a
marriage. Such fractures of the grey cells are easily
treatable. When it is mild, exercise can be an
antidepressant. Yoga, Vipassana and other forms of
meditation help marriages. Yet one needs to understand
that these practices are not a substitute for healthy
communication.

The writer is a Psychiatrist and a
Counsellor. He can be reached at
mindmoodsandmagic.blogspot.in. All
the names in the article have been
changed to protect identities.

New scripts
The script of day-to-day life has changed. Couples may

Shaping the IIT
IITss and destiny of India
(Continued from page 18)

IIT Madras, to enable industry–academia collaborations
and build a research and innovation ecosystem.
 Establish special laboratories of government ministries/
their Public Sector Undertakings(PSUs) at IITs to
strengthen indigenous capability in key areas of national
importance. It is expected that such augmentation of
research infrastructure in the IITs would create useful
linkages between them and the external world, thus making
research at IIT more meaningful. More importantly, this
would lead to a broad-based innovation ecosystem of which
IIT students and faculty will be an integral part.
 Creating a reasonable sized science and engineering pool
for India’s future would be necessary for scaling up
engineering education with quality human resource for
meeting India’s needs.
The report also highlights that in order to make India a
world leader in the present day knowledge economy, IITs must
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nurture an ambience of innovation and entrepreneurship. It is
important to have a strong industry–academia relationship
with focus on technology development by encouraging industry
R&D personnel to become adjunct faculty and enable large
numbers of industry persons to do PhD.
IITs could still become a force to lead India’s social,
economic, and technological transformation if they can support
themselves financially and have full autonomy in making
financial and operational decisions. They could play major
roles in shaping India’s science and technology by focussing
on research and development towards
sustainability, partnerships with private
and public organisations and rural areas
and slums to improve the economy of
the unorganised sector. 
The writer is a Scientist-F at Vigyan
Prasar (under the Department of
Science and Technology, Govt. of India,
New Delhi.
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Sir. J.J. School of Art:
Unfolding a legacy
Dr. Manisha Patil says it is time for India’s premier art institute, which produced some
of the best talent in the field of art, to shed its colonial baggage and reinvent itself.

I

T was many years ago, on 2 March 1857, that the
Jamshedjee Jeejibhoy School of Art and Industry, or J.J.
School of Art, as it is widely known, was established in
colonial India. The third of the art schools to be set up in the
country, it was preceded by the ones in Madras and Kolkata,
begun in 1850 and 1854 respectively. Inspired by the Great
Exhibition of 1851 in London, where Indian ware was greatly
appreciated, Sir Jamshedjee Jeejibhoy, industrialist and first
baronet of Bombay gave a generous endowment of a lakh of
rupees to establish the school in the city. Jeejibhoy had no
reason to doubt that ‘under proper tuition the people of India
would attain a high degree of proficiency in painting and
sculpture which would lead to an extended taste for such
objects and pursuits throughout the country’. Making a modest
beginning in the premises of Elphinstone College with 49
students on its roll and British instructors Mr. Payton, Mr.
Crowe and Mr. Terry at the helm, it came to occupy its present
building in 1878.

A glorious past
The early years of its existence saw the establishment of
various departments such as Painting under John Griffiths,
Sculpture under Lockwood Kipling and Metalwork under
Michael Higgins. Many success stories were penned and many
firsts effected in the formative years. Among them were the
marathon project of copying of the Ajanta murals by students
of the art school under Griffiths from 1872 to 1884 and the
sculptural decorations for Bombay city including the Crawford
Market supervised by Kipling. In 1890, Lord Reay’s workshop
was established to facilitate instruction in Indian crafts such
as pottery, textiles, metal work and wood engraving. In the
‘Indian Room’ showcased in Wembley in 1924, students from
various departments put their best, with participation from
artists such as Pestonji Bomanji, Pithawala, Dhurandhar,
Abalal Rahiman among others.
The George Clarke’s workshop at J.J. became a hub for
innovations in Pottery design. Efforts were made to improve
production of different types of pottery using new types of
clay, glazes and designs which were inspired by traditional
Indian motifs, Ajanta and Art Nouveau.

Artists at work

Flourishing of various art disciplines
The curriculum of the art school was modelled after the
South Kensington School of Design, with great emphasis on
‘naturalism’. Subjects that were taught included Nature,
Drawing from Antique, Still Life, Portraiture, and Pictorial
Compositions. In 1908, the art school’s curriculum was
enlarged to encompass architecture and in the 30’s , to counter
the threats of the school’s closure, commercial art courses
were introduced. Both these courses eventually were
segregated from the parent institute to form separate
institutions. The Directorate of Art was constituted in 1965,
and J.J. had company as government run art schools were
established in Nagpur and Aurangabad, apart from a plethora
of art institutions which mushroomed all over the newly formed
Maharashtra state.
In the first decades of the 20th century, the school
continued to be headed by several influential and perceptive
British Directors. Cecil Burns was responsible for encouraging
water color technique while Gladstone Solomon who followed
Burns in 1919 was instrumental in founding the mural class
as well as initiating a class on ‘Indian style’ painting under
Jagannath Ahiwasi. Under Solomon’s guidance several
promising students and teachers such as M.V. Dhurandhar
worked on the mural decoration of the Imperial Secretariat in
New Delhi. In 1937, Charles Gerard took charge and played
a significant role in introducing the students to modernist
(Continued on page 39)
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Text and Photographs: Rangan Datta

From ruined temples to huge manmade lakes and from dying art to long
hanging bridges, the district of Warangal in Andhra Pradesh has something
to offer to every tourist and traveller.
Text and photos: Katie Dubey

Text and Photographs: Rangan Datta

Intricately carved structures and pillars a Warangal Fort

W

ARANGAL seldom seems to make it onto a tourist
itinerary unless your kid is a student of the
prestigious National Institute of Technology (NIT),
Warangal. The entry to this top engineering college in India is
marked with an ancient looking gateway and as one moves
deeper into the town one finds that the power station,
government buildings and even residential buildings have the
strange ancient looking gateway.

Warangal Fort
These gates are the replicas of the gateways of the Warangal
Fort, the seat of the power of the mighty Kakatiyas, who ruled
over large portions of South India for over 300 years (1083 AD

– 1323 AD). No wonder the Warangal Fort is the centre of
attraction of Warangal town.
Warangal was the second capital of the Kakatiyas. In the
12th century AD, King Ganapati Deva shifted the capital from
Hemankonda to Warangal and transformed the brick built
Warangal Fort into a mighty stone citadel. His successors Queen
Rudramadevi and King Paratrudra made several extensions,
including bastions and protective walls. But during the invasion
of Khiljis (1296) and Tughlaqs (1323) the mighty Warangal
Fort crumbled like a pack of cards. The fort later acted as an
outpost for the Tughlaqs and later for the Qutab Sahi dynasty.
Today the excavated ruins of the Warangal Fort are converted
into a giant open air museum. It is maintained by the

Elephant sculptures and giant stand as sentinels to the fort complex
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The gigantic decorative pillars of the fort

Archaeological Survey of India (ASI). Four giant gateways (same
as the one in NIT) stand as sentinels to the complex.
The star attraction of the Warangal Fort is the Swayambhu
Shiva Temple. Demolished by the Islamic invaders, it has been
recreated piece by piece by the ASI. The majestic temple
reminds one of the glorious days of the Kakatiyas.
Swayambhu, which literally means “born out of its own”
has an interesting legend. Once during the Kakatiya rule, the
wheel of a bullock cart got stuck in the mud. The villagers in
the process of pulling it out revealed a Shiva Linga and hence
the name Swayambhu.
Legend also claims the Warangal Fort once housed 365
Shiva temples, one for each day. Sadly today, only one
reconstructed temple is all that remains of the golden days of
the Warangal Fort.
Although in ruins, traces of remarkable artwork can still be
spotted on the scattered stone sculptures. Stone statues of
Ganesh and Durga (Mahishasura Mardini) lie scattered in the
complex. Intricately carved relief work of dancing girls, along
with floral and geometric patterns are found in abundance among
the ruins.
Since the fort later served as an outpost for the Tughlaqs
and Qutab Sahi dynasties it has its share of Islamic elements
too. Kush Mahal, located a short distance away from the open
air museum is the most well preserved Islamic structure of the
fort. It’s a huge hall and today houses several statues recovered
from the surrounding areas.
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Recently, Andhra Pradesh Tourism Development Corporation
(APTDC) has started a Sound and Light show at the Warangal
Fort. The 50 minute show is in English and Telugu, which is
the local language. The show mesmerises the audience and
transports them back to the days of Kakatiyas.

The Thousand Pillar Temple
The thousand pillar temple, located in the heart of Warangal
town, is the next stop. It was built by the Kakatiyas, who were
great patrons of culture, art and architecture. Contrary to its
name the temple has only 300 pillars and was built by Rudradeva
in 1163 and is dedicated to Rudreshwara Swamy, an
incarnation of Shiva.
There are three shrines inside the 100 pillar temple complex
known as Trikutalayam, the other two shrines are dedicated
to Vishnu and Surya. The complex also houses a Nandi Mandap,
where the Nandi bull stands guard to the entire complex.
The walls and the pillars of the 1000 pillar temple, along
with the other shrines in the complex, contain intricate stone
carvings, depicting gods and goddesses to rows of elephants.
The last but not the least attraction of Warangal Town is
the Bhadrakali Temple, located on the banks of the Bhadrakali
lake. The temple is said to be founded by King Pulakesi II of
Chalukya dynasty and later the Kakatiyas adopted Goddess
Bhadrakali as their kuladevata (family deity). An active temple,
the structure of the Bhadrakali Temple has been modified and
nothing much remains of its ancient elements. A huge statue
25

The 1000-pillar Temple, Warangal

of Shiva and Parvati, located high up on the rocks, welcomes
pilgrims and visitors to the temple. The complex has several
other shrines and the huge manmade lake of Bhadrakali creates
a soothing atmosphere for pilgrims and visitors alike.
The attractions of Warangal are not restricted to the town
itself, but are spread over the entire district of Warangal. From
ruined temples to huge manmade lakes and from dying
art to long hanging bridges, the district of Warangal has
something to offer to every tourist and traveler.

Ramappa Temple
A dozen elegant female dancers striking different poses will
welcome you to the temple. Each with their flowing clothes,
intricate jewellery and not to mention the amazing facial
expression will be part of the grand entry at Palampet.
The gateways of the Ramappa
Temple are flanked by statues of
dancing girls (known as Mandakinis)

Statue of Nandi bull at Ramappa Temple complex
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Ramappa Temple, named after the chief architect Ramappa was built during the Kakatiya reign

made out of black basalt, polished to perfection.Each of the
figures carved out of black basalt stone which are polished to
three gateways of the temple are flanked by a pair of dancing
perfections.
girls on each side, thus having four dancing girls per gate
The bracket figure at the three entrances represents the
which totals the number of dancing girls to twelve.
Mandakinis while the other bracket figures represent the
The temple is located in the Palampur village of Warangal
mythical creatures Yalis.
district in Andhra Pradesh. It is approachable by road from
The compound enclosed by high walls contains several
both Warangal (77 km) and Hyderabad (157 km). Built in
other ruined structures including two other similar smaller
1213 by General Recherla Rudra during the reign of Kakatiya
structures on either side of the main temple. These two
ruler Ganapati Deva, the temple is named after
structures also dedicated to Lord Shiva are known
the chief architect Ramappa.
The Kakatiyas as Kameswara and Kateswara. The compound also
The Kakatiyas became a dominant power in
contains several other structures including a rock
became a
Andhra Pradesh at the same time as the
edict and the Nandi mandap. Although the roof of
dominant
Hoysalas emerged in Karnataka. Both the
the Nandi mandapas collapsed long ago, the idol
power in
dynasties were great patrons of architecture with
of the bull has remained completely intact.
Andhra
very similar architectural style.
By some strange magic it has survived the
Pradesh at the
Their temples consisted of star shaped
successive Islamic invasions, natural calamities and
same time as
mandapas with projected porches and balcony
not to mention the years of human neglect. The
the Hoysalas
seating along with lathe turned multifaceted
Nandi seems to be in an alter position, ready to
emerged in
pillars.
charge at the orders of Lord Shiva. The entire
Karnataka.
The main structure of the Ramappa Temple
region near the Ramappa Temple contains several
Both the
complex is known as Ramalingeswara and is
other ruins dating back to the days of Kakatiyas.
dynasties were The region also contains the Ramappa lake, a
dedicated to Lord Shiva. It stands on an elevated
great patrons huge water body dug out by the Kakatiyas, which
star shaped platform of height 6 feet.
of architecture offers boating facilities to the tourist.
The Ramalingeswar Temple consists of a
garbhagriha, an antarala and a maha mandap.
with very
Ghanpur group of temples
It consists of three entrances flanked with the
similar
The scattered ruins of the Ghanpur Temple
dancing Mandakinis. The sand stone built temple
architectural
complex,
locally known as Kotagullu, looks like a
is crowned with a spire (vimana) built of light
style.
huge open air museum. Although lesser known
bricks, so light that it is said to float in water.
than the nearby famed Ramappa Temple of
The interior of the temple is supported by pillars
Palampet,
the
ruined Ghanpur Temple complex should be a
with exquisite carvings. The entrance of the inner sanctum is
must visit for tourists visiting Warangal.
also elaborately carved out of basalt stone, so is the ceiling.
The Ghanpur groups of temples were probably constructed
The other wall contains exotic sand stone carvings depicting
by
Ganapati
Deva of Kakatiya dynasty in the early 13th century.The
lines of elephants striking different poses, lotus motifs, mythical
Kakatiyas became a dominant power in Andhra Pradesh at the
animals along with images of Ganesha, Narasimha and other
same time as the Hoysalas emerged in Karnataka.
gods and goddesses. The temple also contains erotic freezes!
Both the Hoysalas and Kakatiya dynasties were great patrons
The star attraction of the Ramappa Temple lies in its bracket
28
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of architecture with very similar architectural style,
leading to the construction of several temples, spread
over the modern day Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh.
Ghanpur, once the citadel of power of the mighty
Kakatiya dynasty, was plundered during the invasion
of the Giyasuddin Tughlaq in 1323.In spite of the
severe damage the temple survived and even after
years of human neglect and nature’s toll the
spectacular Ghanpur group of temples can still be seen
to this day.
Located about 65 km south west of Warangal, the group of
temples has been restored by the Andhra Pradesh State
Archaeology Department. The dilapidated temple complex
consists of 22 structures, of different shapes and sizes, enclosed
within a doubled walled complex. Sadly the entrance of the
Ghanpur group of temples is not marked with a board, depicting
the brief history of the structures.
Six small Shiva shrines welcome visitors to the ruined
complex. In spite of its ruined state the group of temples seems
to be a symphony of scattered stones. The main Shiva Temple
at the centre is the prime attraction. Built on a high star shaped
platform the roof of the temple has long collapsed.

Sculptures of Yalis (mythical animal) at Ramappa Temple

A sole Nandi bull, at the centre of the courtyard, remains
the only witness to the glorious days of the Kakatiya dynasty.
The main shrine also contains bracket figures of Yalis and
Mandakinis, but they lack the grace and beauty of those in the
Ramappa Temple. The east facing main shrine also contains
exotic freezes, including an intricately carved granite door frame
leading to the inner sanctum. The walls contain several
sandstone freezes of elephant and lotus.

Sculptures of Mandakinis (dancing girls) in various poses at the Ramappa Temple
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Panorama shot of the Ghanpur group of temples. The scattered ruins looks like a huge open air museum

The main Shiva shrine is flanked on either side by two
structures; to the North lies another Shiva shrine and to
the South lies a mandapa. The roof of the mandapa has
survived the test of time and remains intricately balanced
on tumbling pillars. Each of the pillar consists of three
sections, consisting of square, octagonal and circular parts.
Some of the squared sections contain sculptured panels.
Two sculptures of Shiva and Vishnu, probably excavated
from the temple complex, stand guard at the entrance of
the mandapa. The complex also contains several other
structures, including the six minor Shiva temples at the
entrance.

Kolannupaka
The village of Kolannupaka houses a 2000-year-old Jain
temple. Andhra Pradesh is also known for its rich Buddhist
heritage but the state hardly promotes it. The Jain temple in
the midst of a Hindu and Buddhist stronghold appears totally
out of the blue. The temple has been renovated in the recent
years by 150 artisans from Gujarat and Rajasthan. The temple
with intricate sandstone sculptures and mosaic works has
remarkable resemblance to the famous Dilwara Temple of
Rajasthan. Sadly photography is totally prohibited in the temple
complex.
Kolannupaka also houses the ruins of the Someswara

The Shiva shrine is the prime attraction in Ghanpur temple complex
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Temple. The 1000-year-old temple has not survived the test
of time but the ASI has converted the temple complex into an
open air museum, containing amazing sculptures. The site also
contains a buried Shiva lingam along with a Nandi bull and a
step well.

Cherial scroll paintings
The tourist attraction of Warangal district is not restricted
to ruined temples only. The non-descriptive village of Cherial
boosts an art form, which dates back far beyond the days of
the Kakatiyas.
Cherial, located in between Hyderabad and Warangal, looks
like any ordinary Indian village. Unlike Raghurajpur (Orissa) and
Naya (West Bengal) the houses in Cherial are not decorated
with hand painted scrolls. Also unlike Raghurajpur and Naya, the
entire Cherial village does not practice the art of scroll painting. In
Cherial only a couple of families practice this age old art.

D. Vaikuntham, a national award winner, and his brother D.
Nageshwar, a state award winner, not only practice the age old
art of scroll painting, but have also modernised it by giving it
different dimensions. Their small studio looks haphazard, as
they normally do. From the walls hang scrolls of all sizes, with
their intricate artwork with bright shades of paints.
Scroll painting is one of the earliest forms of audio – visual
entertainment. Hundreds of years ago, the story telling
community of Kaki Podagollu used to travel through the villages
of Telangana, singing and narrating stories using the scroll as
their visual aid. A scroll measures about three feet in width
and can extend over 40 feet. It contains about 40 to 50 panels,
each depicting a part of the story and would be displayed as
the story unfolds.
The story, which is in the form of songs, is often
accompanied by dolls, which makes it a total audio-visual
package. The scroll painting of Rajasthan, Orissa and West

The main Shiva temple of Ghanpur group of temples
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Minor Shiva temples of Ghanpur

Bengal focus mainly on religious aspects and mythology, and
this is where the artists from Cherial differ. Their work is
mainly focused on community specific storyline. In Cherial,
the painters as well as the narrators, focus on day-to-day
lives of communities like fishermen, toddy tappers, cobblers,
fruit gatherers, etc. The scrolls also depict the legends and
mythologies of the communities along with their Gods and

heroes. Irrespective of the community or profession, each
Cherial scroll starts with a panel of Ganapati, the god of
beginnings and good fortunes, followed by Saraswati, the
goddess of learning.
It is customary for the artist to seek blessing of the deities,
in order to ensure that the art flourishes without any obstacles.
The Cherial scroll painting is drawn on hand made khadi cloth
specially processed with applying a paste of tamarind seed

A ruined structure at the Ghanpur Temple Complex
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Cherial paintings of Warangal

along with a tree gum and white clay. Three coats of the
paste are applied, allowing a day in between for the paste to
dry. Once the scroll is ready, the artist draws the outline, using
a squirrel haired brush, in a phased manner.
The colours used in the Cherial scroll painting follow a
predetermined system. The striking red colour fills the
background. The colour of the face and skin is decided by the
nature of the character, like blue and yellow are for gods and
goddesses respectively. Brown or darker shades are for demons,
while pink and skin tones are for humans. In the past, natural
dyes were used. White was obtained from grounded sea shells,
black from lamp soot, yellow from turmeric, blue from indigo
and the others from various vegetable dyes and grounded stones.
Today, the natural dyes have largely been replaced by commercial
organic water colours, which are mixed with tree gums before
being applied on the scroll. The water colour- based Cherial
scrolls are said to last over 300 years, provided they don’t

come in contact with water.
Apart from the scrolls, the Cherial artists also make dolls
and masks. The smaller masks are made of coconut shell
while the larger ones are made out of sawdust and tamarind
seed paste.
The Cherial dolls are made of light wood called tella puniki
and are smeared with saw dust and tamarind seed paste. Like
the scroll, both the dolls and masks have bright colours.
Today the Cherial scroll painting art still flourishes, but
with the advent of other forms of audio–visual entertainment
and with the dwindling numbers of story tellers and balladeers,
the Cherial artists are forced to modify their art form.The long
elongated scrolls are made smaller to fit in the walls of modern
day drawing rooms and masks and dolls are customised into
drawing room artifacts.
Cherial paintings have made their way on gift boxes, pen
and candle stands and even on textiles. Cherial dolls have been

A Cherial artist at work

First strokes of a Cherial painting
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Final touches to a scroll painting

Cherial dolls and masks of Warangal are also famous

transformed into decorative key chains. It is a great wonder
that the art of Cherial scroll painting is alive, despite the
numerous challenges. The passion of Cherial artists has helped
to preserve a valuable piece in India’s rich cultural mosaic.

modified their creations to suit the taste, of not only the modern
Indians, but also of international clients. Now the brass works
of Prembarti have been modified into modern decorative items.
Commemorative metal shields and trophies, statues, metal
castings, candle stands, gift boxes, and a variety of small artifacts
ideal as gift items have a large demand. Also in demand are
brass figures of national leaders like Mahatma Gandhi and Swami
Viveknanda. Mythological scenes from the epics of Ramayana
and Mahabharata are still in demand and so are the beautiful
calligraphed verses from the holy Koran.
Fortunately, efforts are made by the artisans of
Prembarti to preserve the art, as it is being passed on
to the future generation, and unlike the Cherial
scroll paintings, Prembarti brass work art is
flourishing.

Prembarti metal works
Warangal also has its share of metal
craftsmen. The brass artifacts of Prembarti
are famous not only in India but throughout
A cherial
the world. These metal artifacts have
key ring
made their way to the world famous
hotels of New York and also to the
corporate houses of Tokyo. The small village of
Prembarti on the Hyderabad – Warangal Highway (100
km from Hyderabad and 60 Km from Warangal), is
lined up with metal work workshops. For generations,
the metal artisans of Prembarti are shaping brass
and copper into finely crafted objects of art. Unlike
Cherial, in Prembarti, the entire village seems to be
involved in the art of metal carving. Almost each
house consists of a small workshop and a showroom.
The thud of the hammer hitting the metal can be heard
from every household.
Prembarti village is also regarded as a center of brass work
in India. The metal crafts and brass wares made here are
exported to various foreign countries. Before the introduction
of the metals, stone was the only medium of expression, and
the ruined temples of Warnagal are a constant reminder of the
glorious days of stone carvings. Later, when metals like, brass
and copper came into use many people started using and
experimenting with this material. According to some scholars,
Prembarti played a pioneering role in the development of brass
and metal works.
Initially the artifacts of Prembarti were restricted to images
of gods and goddesses, but with the passage of time the artisans
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Laknavaram Lake
The tourist attractions of Warangal
are not restricted to only art and history;
it has its share of nature too! The entire
region between Hyderabad and Warangal
is dotted with lakes. The lake of
Laknavaram is located 78 km from Warangal.
The island on this giant lake of Laknavaram has been connected
to mainland by a set of twin hanging bridges and has been
converted into a tourist spot by APTDC.
An APTDC tourist lodge, along with a glass walled a/c restaurant
facing the lake, stands on the island. APTDC is also planning a
cluster of resorts spread over the different islands of Laknavaram
Lake. Presently there are options of boating and hiking.

Orientation
The tour is best done with Warangal town as the base.
However there are staying options in Ramappa and also
Laknavaram. Tourists who have time in hand and are looking for
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The twin hanging bridges leading to Island Resort, Laknavaram

solitude can definitely spend a night each in the APTDC tourist
lodge in Ramappa (Ph.: 0871 5200200, M: 0 99481 00450)
and Laknavaram (0 88970 65307).
Warangal has several hotels to suit all budgets, including
Haritha Kakatiya (Ph: 0870 2562236/37) of APTDC. The town
is also well connected from Hyderabad by road.

lunch and boat ride. Get back to Warangal for night halt.

A suggested itinerary assuming one starts from
Hyderabad early:

Festival: Kakatiya Festival is held every year during winter, and
cultural events are held in the temple
and fort complexes.

Day 1: Start early from Hyderabad. Stop at the Cherial village
to see the scroll paintings and at Prembarti village for metal
crafts. Also visit the Jain and Shiva temples in Kolannupaka.
Have lunch on the way and head towards Warangal and check
into a hotel and have a night halt .

Day 3: Visit Warangal Fort and Thousand Pillar Temple. Back
to hotel for lunch. Leave for Hyderabad.
Things to buy: Framed Cherial painting and Cherial artifacts.
When to visit: Warangal can be visited throughout the year,
but its best to avoid the monsoon season.

A mathematics teacher by
profession, the writer is a
regular contributor in the travel
columns of leading newspapers.
To know more, visit his website
www.rangan-datta.info and blog
www.rangandatta.wordpress.com

Day2: Start early, head for the Ramappa Temple and then to
Ghanpur group of temples. Finally for Laknavaram Lake for
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OIOP Club Activities in Mumbai
First Aid Workshop by Dr. Annapurna Agarwal, Naturopath and Acupuncturist

Smt. J. B. Khot High School (Gujarati Smt. J. B. Khot High School (English Ms. Vaijanti Mamtora giving demo at V P
M’s R Z Shah College of Arts, Sci.& Com.,
Medium) Borivali (E)
Medium) Borivali (E)
Mulund (E)

Disaster Management Workshop by Mr. A. Gopalakrishnan, Resource person for OIOP

Khar Education Society Jr College, Khar (W), Khar Education Society College,Khar (W)

Shri D J Doshi Gurukul Jr.College of Com.
Ghatkopar (East)

The G M E S High School, Vile Parle (E)

Anjuman –I- Islam Dr. M.I.J Girl’s High V P M Kannada High School, Mulund (E)
School, Bandra

V P M Jr College, Mulund (E)

V P M’s R Z Shah College of Arts, Science & KES Shroff Junior College, Kandivali (W)
Com., Mulund (E)

OIOP Club Activities in Mumbai
Right to Information (PCGT) conducted by Ms. Jinal, Mr. Rao and Ms. Sulochana

Esplanade High School & Jr. College
Bohra Colony, M.G. Road, Kandivali (W)

Esplanade High School & Jr. College
Bohra Colony, M.G. Road, Kandivali (W)

Esplanade High School & Jr. College
Bohra Colony, M.G. Road, Kandivali (W)

Rainwater Harvesting Workshop by Ms. Moon Shrote, Environment Officers from Eureka Forbes
Disaster
Management Workshop by Mr. A. Gopalakrishnan, Resource person for OIOP

Holy Angel’s High School, Dombivali (E)

S.V.P.V.V. (Eng Med), Kandivali (W)

Shailendra Education Society’s English Sheth Shree Jamnadas Adukia
Secondary School, Dahisar (E)
Junior College, Kandivali (W)

S.V.P.V.V. (Guj Med), Kandivali (W),

Shree Jamnadas Adukia Balika Vidyalaya
(English Medium), Kandivali (W),

First Aid Workshop by Dr. Annapurna Agarwal, Naturopath and Acupuncturist

Shri Jamnadas Adukia English School (Eng Shri Jamnadas Adukia English School(Hindi Shri Jamnadas Adukia English School (Junior
Med), Kandivali (W)
Med). Kandivali (W)
College), Kandivali (W)

Sir
.J
Sir.. JJ.J
.J.. School of Art: Unfolding a legacy
(Continued from page 22)

trends in the West. He mentored many young artists such as
K.K. Hebbar and encouraged the activities of artists’ collectives
such as Young Turks.

JJ’s talented alumni
J.J. School of Art produced an impressive number of talent
in various disciplines in its long, illustrious past. Many artists
who had successful careers such as Pestonji Bomanji, M.F.
Pithawala, Abalal Rahiman, S.L. Haldankar, M.R. Achrekar
to name a few, while others like M.V. Durandhar, L.N. Taskar
and A.X. Trindade, additionally were teachers at their alma
mater. Their contemporaries in the discipline of sculpture who
brought laurels to the art school and to their careers were
G.K. Mhatre, P.V. Karmarkar, B.V. Talim, Sonavadekar and
Goregaonkar. Mhatre’s famed ‘To the Temple’ won him a
medal at the Bombay Art Society. Members of the seminal
progressive artists group established in 1948, such as F.N.
Souza and S.H. Raza were also alumni of J.J. School of Art,
though the rebellious Souza had to drop out after a short
stint at the art school. The late 1940’s and 50’s saw the rise
of talented artists such as V.S. Gaitonde, K.K. Hebbar,
Jehangir Sabavala, Tyeb Mehta, Akbar Padamsee, Shankar
Palshikar, Baburao Sadwelkar and later, names like Prabhakar
Barve, Jatin Das, Manu Parekh and Laxman Shreshtha,
Prabhakar Kolte among others. Portraiture continued to be
the strength of J.J., with artists such as Gopal Deuskar,
Sambhaji Kadam, Vasant Parab in the past and Vasudeo Kamat,
Suhas Bahulkar and Anil Naik in the present making a strong
presence. The art school also gave to the film industry
luminaries like costume designer Bhanu Athiaya, awarded
the Oscar for her brilliant work on film ‘Gandhi’ and acclaimed
actor-film maker Amol Palekar.The 80’s and 90’s witnessed
the emergence of new talent in the art school; Atul Dodiya,
Anju Dodiya, Krishnamachari Bose, Sudarshan Shetty, Jitish
Kallat, Shilpa Gupta, Riyaz Komu, Tushar Joag being prominent
among them. These artists made a mark on the contemporary
Indian as also the global art scenario with works in various
disciplines such as painting, sculpture, installation, video and
photography, handling different materials and addressing
diverse social, political, cultural and gender issues.
Sir. J.J. School of Art has several distinguishing featuresa sprawling tree lined campus in the heart of Mumbai, a
Grade II heritage building with well lit spacious studios,
superlative skills, perhaps some of the best in the country,

and a strategic location with close proximity to museums and
public/private galleries. The Dean’s charming old bungalow
on the campus, where the renowned writer Rudyard Kipling,
whose father Lockwood Kipling was a respected teacher at
J.J., spent his childhood, has also attracted a fair amount of
public attention. There have been in the recent past several
interventions by art foundations and private galleries which
have led to a fruitful give and take between students and
senior professional artists.

Time to chart out a new path
However, for any educational institute to perform optimally
needs a full-fledged administrative and academic outfit but the
reality here is otherwise. The Directorate of Art designed to
look into the welfare and smooth functioning of the art schools
lacks a permanent Director since the last 10 years. Many of
the senior faculty positions in J.J. lie vacant, teaching staff for
many years have been working on temporary and contractual
basis. J.J.’s library is short staffed. Post graduate programmes
have been introduced since the last 15 years, but studio space
for the outgrowing number of students is amiss. There is a
chasm between the pedagogical discourses within the art
school and the art happenings barely within a radius of two
kilometers in the art galleries and museums in south Mumbai.
J.J.is too skill-centric to the point of ignoring or
undermining conceptual inquiries. Certain measures such as
specifically designed refresher course modules for the teaching
faculty, designed by experts and inviting artists for workshops
would prove to be immensely useful.
As eminent artist and pedagogue K.G. Subramanyan, who
has taught at premier art schools such as Faculty of Fine
Arts, Baroda and Shantiniketan rightly observes, ‘Art schools
should be thinking in terms of providing an atmosphere of
interactive studies in order to be able to use various media in
a creative way.’ An integrated approach to art education is
essential, as also a need to strike a
dialogue between the various
disciplines. What better place than
J.J. School of Art to shed some of its
colonial baggage and initiate a positive
change? 
The writer is an artist and art historian.
She is also a professor of Art History
at Sir JJ School of Art, Mumbai.

Arogyam
Peaches are a rich source of vitamins, minerals, antioxidant and other chemical contents and have excellent nutrition
and health benefits. A great source of vitamin C, they are good for skin and can be used to treat dark circles and
wrinkles. Compounds in peaches can inhibit the growth of breast cancer cells and their ability to spread according to
scientists. The fruit can be had whole or as extract.
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“I express myself through
poetry, literature and films
films”
Gulzar a poet, lyricist, dialogue-writer and director has been bestowed
the Dadasaheb Phalke Award this year for his lifetime contribution to Indian
cinema. A seven-member jury comprising eminent artists, unanimously
recommended Gulzar for the prestigious award.
The 79-year-old soft-spoken, fair and handsome poet has directed a wide
variety of films ranging from Mere Apne to Koshish, Khushboo, Mausam
Angoor, Libaas and Maachis, is the 45th recipient of the award.
Born in Dina (now in Pakistan) a part of Jhelum district in 1936, Gulzar
imbibed his love for Urdu poetry from his Urdu teacher in Delhi’s United
Christian School where Urdu was the medium of instruction till Independence.
As Gulzar walks down memory lane, he tells Shoma A Chatterji, how
he became a poet, and then a lyricist and filmmaker.

How did poetry become a part of your life?
Much of my poetry is a nostalgic trip to my
childhood. In one poem, I talk about a tree on the
way to school, or, write about an empty can rolling
on the streets. I was not a good student. I was
scared of Mathematics. In a business family, I was
the black sheep and by the time I entered college,
my father gave me up as a lost case because all my
brothers were brilliant. My father believed that I
would end up attending Kavi Sammelans, get some
stipend or other and keep borrowing from him and
from my accomplished brothers. He would jokingly
suggest that I keep good terms with my brothers
because I would need them to borrow money from.
What were your educational aspirations?
I wanted to take up literature but was not allowed
t o. M y e l d e s t b r o t h e r, b e s t o w e d w i t h m y
guardianship, asked me to study C.A. I did not
ONE INDIA ONE PEOPLE
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appear for the exams. I came home
with laddus on the day of the results
telling them I had passed. But I also
told them to free me from the
responsibility of further studies. I was
given the option of joining the Navy
which I hated because I hated the
uniform. So, having travelled down to
Bombay, I began to work in a motor
servicing garage and made a lot of poet
friends in films through Progressive
Writers’ Association by becoming a
member. Since my brother was doing
his Masters in literature, I read all his
books till I could discuss literature with
him. But the importance of poetry was
spurred on through his association with
the Indian People’s Theatre Association
(IPTA) and friendships with Basu
Bhattacharya, Salil Choudhury, Debu
S e n, S h a i l e n d r a a n d S u k h b i r, a
prominent Punjabi-Hindi poet.
How did films happen?
I never wanted to work in films. I
dreamt of a teacher ’s job since that
would give me room for my twin loves,
reading and writing. Destiny brought
a strange turning point in my life.
During the making of Bandini in the
early 60’s , S.D. Burman who was
composing the music for the film and
Shailendra, who was writing the
lyrics, had a tiff. There was this tune
waiting to be written into. Debu Sen,
assistant on the sets, took me to
Bimal-da who introduced me to S.D.
Since Urdu was my main language,
S.D. had some reservations about
whether I would be able to infuse my
song with the right Vaishnav spirit. I
took up the gauntlet. My first song for
Hindi cinema was born: Mora gora ang
laye le, mohe shyam ang daye de. It
became a big hit. By the time the
song was over, Shailendra and S.D. had
patched up and I was left in the lurch.
Bimal-da did not like this. But S.D.
42

was adamant about not taking me on
for the rest of the songs.
What happened after Bandini?
During Bandini, I met one of the
closest friends in my life - S.D.’s son
R.D. (Rahul Dev Burman) who would
wander about the sets in shorts and
sneak out for a fag now and then.
Bimal-da perhaps felt a bit sorry for
me and offered me assistantship for
his next Hindi film Kabuliwallah, based
on a Tagore story. The rest followed.
I have worked with some of the most
outstanding music directors in Indian
cinema such as S.D. Burman, Salil
C h o w d h u r y, S h a n k a r- J a i k i s h a n,
Hemant Kumar, Laxmikant Pyarelal,
Madan Mohan, Rakesh Roshan, Anu
Malik, Shankar-Ehsaan-Loy and of
course A.R. Rahman. I must also
mention the memorable creative
partnerships with R.D. Burman,
Rahman and Vishal Bharadwaj.
Have you been more of a poet and
writer and less of a filmmaker?
It depends on the time, the space, the
circumstances and the state of mind I
am in at a given point of time. I have
written stories for more than 50 films
and songs for many more. I have learnt
a great deal while making biographic
serials for television such as Mirza
Ghalib and a documentary film on
Pandit Bhimsen Joshi and a full-length
feature film on Mirabai called Meera.
It has been a long journey. But poetry
remains at the top of my many loves.
Earlier, when my daughter Meghna was
small, I used to publish a book for
children every year in celebration of her
birthday. I think that I express myself
through poetry, literature and films.
What do films mean to you?
Film imbibes many other forms of art.
It expresses itself through

photography, architecture, acting,
music, other than my own medium
of expression. This helps me extend
my contact with other forms of art
and thus enrich my own knowledge,
my own person and my extensive
contacts with people. I find cinema
to be the most satisfying of all arts
in terms of creative effort.
Does cinema have a social
responsibility towards the masses?
Every film, even if it is a medium of
expression for its maker, in fact any
form of art has the responsibility of
promoting aesthetics and social values
and to keep a critical eye on society.
To s t u d y a n d i m p r o v e s o c i a l
relationships is the role of any creative
artist through any medium – nationally
and internationally. Cinema is no
exception.
Though you are a writer yourself, for
your films, you have often chosen
works of literature to place on
celluloid. Why?
I wanted to specialise in literature and
the love has consolidated over time.
Ijaazat was adapted from a story by
Subodh Ghosh, Kitaab and Namkeen
are based on Samaresh Bose’s stories,
Khushboo is an adaptation of Sarat
Chandra’s Pandit Moshai, Aandhi is
based on a story by Kamaleshwar
inspired by the persona of Maharani
Gayatri Devi, Angoor was an adaptation
from Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar ’s
Bhranti Bilash which in turn, was
adapted from Shakespeare’s The
Comedy of Errors. Sometimes, like in
Ijaazat, I take just a single thread of
the original story and weave it with
some of my own creative threads into
a tapestry of human relationships based
on love and its many-hued splendour.
Cinema apart, I must add that Tagore
has always been a hot favourite ever
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since I read a Tagore short story called
Gardener in translation. Since then,
one single-minded aim I had was to
read Tagore in the original. I learnt to
read and write Bengali and I speak
Bengali fairly well.
Would you like to mention your
personal favourites among your
directorial films?
I choose Ijaazat for its mood, Kitaab
for its nostalgia — it had a lot of my
own childhood, Maachis for its theme
and Namkeen for its lovely relationship
and well-etched screenplay. Among my
lyrics, my personal favourites are Mera
kuch samaan pada hai (Ijaazat), Roz
akeli aaye (Mere Apne) and Phir se
aaiyo badra (Namkeen).
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You were a single parent to daughter
Meghna when she was little as her
mother had to be away on shoots and
you had separated. How was the
experience like?
It has been one of the happiest phases
in my life, trying to be single-parent
to Meghna. I learnt to tie her plaits,
to get her ready for school because
she lived with me throughout the
week when she was small and spent
t h e w e e ke n d s w i t h h e r m o t h e r.
Understandably, she is extremely
possessive about me.
Any regrets?
My sole regret is that the day does not
have 48 hours. The other is my failure
to cope with the loss of the closest

friend I ever had when R.D. passed
away and left me all alone. In the
preface of a book of my poems, I wrote:
“There is always an inherent silence
in a poem. The poet hides that silence
and yet he is loud enough to be echoed
by those who share his heartbeats.
Silence is an echo of my voice.”
What made you change from your
given name Sampooran Singh Kalra
at birth to Gulzar?
I gave myself the name Gulzar because
I wanted to free myself from any kind
of religious or communal associations.
That is the only way to survive in this
country where brainlessness is
symbolised by caste and communal
identity.
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Are the rich in India
under taxed?
Shinzani Jain is a 3rd year BSL LLB student at ILS Law College, Pune. She is a
volunteer at the Academy of Political and Social Studies. Shinzani likes to read, write
and research and is interested in politics and journalism.

Shinzani Jain

D

ilapidated roads wrecked
with ruts and naked boney kids
roaming around with potbellies
are common sight throughout India.
Government hospitals nurture equal
number of pallid patients and rodents.
Corruption in India is double the global
average. As the crime rate continues to
rise, the country barely survives with a
desperate need of security forces. The
absence of investment in infrastructure
is visible in every aspect, from urban
planning to good roads and education
to health.
One of the many reasons of this
abysmal state of affairs as mentioned
by the government is insufficient
stable income of the government, and
subsequent insufficient expenditure on
social, development and infrastructural
sectors.
The question then is whether India
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indeed is under–taxed, when a common
man is paying a large chunk as taxes.
With the number of Ultra High Net
Worth Individuals in the country rising
each year, the problem cannot be the
absence of individuals capable of paying
taxes. The reason behind this paradox is
the disproportionate tax collection.
Interestingly, statistics reveal that
there is a massive outflow of black and
illicit money from the Indian economy.
Several routes are used for money
laundering, siphoning corruption money,
tax evasion and funding of criminal/illicit
activities. One needs to ask, “How do
these routes continue to flourish despite
the acknowledgement of them?”
Another
intriguing
fact
is
that Mauritius (a tax haven) has
cumulatively accounted for almost 40%
of the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
coming to India over the past decade.
In the year 1982, India signed a Double
Taxation Avoidance Agreement (DTAA)
with Mauritius.
Over the years, investigations have
revealed that the treaty has been abused
as a tool for tax evasion by Foreign
Institutional Investors (FIIs). It has been
observed that several of the investments
made in India from Mauritius are those
by shell companies, in order to avoid
paying taxes in India. It is important to
note here that Mauritius does not charge
these investors on capital gains at all. As
a result, the investors elude paying taxes
in both countries. It has also come to
light that most of these shell companies

have their base in India, which means
the capital that flows out of India comes
back to India in the form of foreign
investment. This process is called round
tripping.
A startling fact is that this
mechanism has been acknowledged
by economists, tax authorities and
the
finance ministry in several
reports. However, the amendments
and proposals made in order to rectify
this massive abuse have either been
ineffective or have exclusion clauses
protecting the investors. Even the apex
court, in Azadi Bachao Andolan v. Union
of India tactfully cleared the floor for the
investors calling for legislature to take
policy measures, if so required. Ever
since the controversy caught attention
in the year 2000, each government has
blatantly kept the framework untouched
for want of foreign investment.
Thus, in the present situation,
instead of plugging the loopholes,
we are deliberately nurturing them;
indicating to a clear lack of conviction
and political will.
If enforced with conviction, a
scheme of stringent legislations can
curb this massive leakage of revenue.
A few measures that can be taken are
enforcement of the IT Act, widening and
deepening of the tax base, enforcement
of wealth tax, sealing the misuse of the
DTAA, imposition of central taxes on
property etc. Till then, as the investors
relish the perks, the country will
continue to bleed.n
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Values are the soul of ethics
Emphasising the importance of values in our life, Dr. Ravindra Kumar says, it is
values which give worth, glory and baseline to life.

V

alues are imperative to life. That
is why; analysis and discussion
about the worth and significance
of values has been there right from
the beginning. A life without values is
considered as useless, meaningless
and baseless. In such a situation, i.e.
indispensability of values in life, the first
and foremost question that emerges in
mind is: How to define values?
“Let us work together, let us speak
together, let our minds and hearts be
united for a great cause.” –The Rig-Veda
Value or Mulya (the Indian term),
is one of the most important subjects
that has the pride of place in the oldest
Vedic-Hindu scriptures including the
Rig-Veda. Value is the word used in
English for Mulya and it originates from
Valere of Latin; also from Valoir of the
old French, which means the cost or
the worth. In its basic spirit this word
most cogently reflects man’s quality
and ability; in other words, a man’s
perfection and core competence in life.
Along with this, it clearly reveals the
truth that a life based on values alone
could be best, honourable, just and
exemplary.
Values accord positive strength to
a man’s life; it makes a person identify
one’s reality, and by developing one’s
own virtues they enable all-round
growth of mankind. Indeed, values give
worth, glory and baseline to life.
No doubt, the importance of values
in leading a person to his/her true
identity and reality, and develop virtues
that he/she already possesses; and
thereby making his/her life meaningful
and successful on the path of truth, is
too obvious to be emphasised. A cryptic
line from Mahatma Gandhi, “your values
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become your destiny”, says it best.
Getting familiar with values,
deliberating on them, fine tuning them
to present day needs, and approving
them for implementation in routine
living, is welfaristic necessity for human
growth. This is the reality, the truth, not
only of the past, but also of the present
and for all times to come. There can be
no alternative or replacement to this
reality.

Institutions imparting
education at all levels
must take values as their
prime responsibility
and work meticulously
to make them part and
parcel of human affairs.
Taking this as their core
duty and responsibility,
they must come forward
for character building
of students on the
basis of values, the
value of cooperation,
coordination, collation
and working together in
peace and harmony.
Having human life as the nuclei it
can be said with certainty that values
are as necessary for him as air to
breathe, water and food to thrive and
clothes to separate man from other
living beings as the superior of creatures
on this planet.
Values are the soul of ethics. They

are the central force in making deeds
truthful; in other words, it is values
that contribute to make acts real and
excellent. Further, values are the means
of nourishing morality –the fountainhead
of justice and good governance at all
levels, from individual to universal.
Values make man responsible. They
make situations conducive for him as
per the demand of time and space. They
bring him within the domain of truth
and lead him to all-round progress.
As values are the subject of
contemplation and discourse; they are
intrinsically connected to human nature
and actions; they are not, therefore,
beyond the reality of the eternal law of
change. Values are no exception to the
law of change. True acts for the large
scale human welfare and unity, is the
acid-test of values. It is for this reason
that a political thinker like Henry David
Thoreau has verily said, “Rather than
love, than money, than fame, give me
(the value of) truth.”
Institutions imparting education at
all levels must take values as their prime
responsibility and work meticulously to
make them part and parcel of human
affairs. Taking this as their core duty and
responsibility, they must come forward
for character building of students on the
basis of values, the value of cooperation,
coordination, collation and working
together in peace and harmony. n
The
writer is
a former Vice
Chancellor
of
CCS University,
Meerut. He is
also the editorin-chief
of
Global
Peace
International
Journal.
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Monika’s garden of hope
Megan Mylan’s documentary, ‘After My Garden Grows’ has a universal appeal as it
tells the story of an adolescent girl from India`s hinterland – a school dropout who
nurtures her garden to make a living while also learning about property and inheritance
rights, health and nutrition.

T

he black screen comes to life.
A young girl dressed in a rustcoloured salwar-kurta is expertly
clambering on top of a wooden structure
amidst dense green foliage. As the
camera follows her, the youngster turns
slowly to reveal her serene, pretty face.
The stirring sounds of the flute strike up
in the background as she goes about
attending to the maze of bottle gourd
creepers on her thatched roof.
This is the evocative opening
sequence of filmmaker Megan Mylan’s
new documentary short, ‘After My
Garden Grows’, which has been
showcased at the 2014 Sundance Film
Festival. Best known for her Oscarwinning film, ‘Smile Pinki’, Mylan has
a penchant for finding her subjects in
India. If ‘Smile Pinki’ traced the journey
of Pinki Sonkar, a five-year-old girl
with a severe cleft lip from a village in
Varanasi, the protagonist of her latest
film is Monika Barman, a resident of
Bhutkura village in Cooch Behar district
of West Bengal.
Monika lives with her parents. A
school dropout, this 16-year-old is the
guardian of a lush vegetable garden
that she has nurtured in the vicinity of
her home. As is evident from the film,
Monika grows bottle gourd, pumpkin,
herbs, wild greens and mushrooms on
her small plot. One instantly wonders
how this quiet teenager has managed to
become a master cultivator, considering
the poor social status of girls like her,
who are generally considered a liability
to be married off even before the legal
age of 18.
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Monika Barman, of Bhutkura village in Cooch Behar district of West Bengal checks
on the maze of bottle gourd creepers on top of the thatched roof of her home

According to the Census 2011 data,
adolescents (10- to 19-year-olds) make
up 20.9 percent of India’s population,
which includes around 57 million
girls. Many of these young women lead
severely disadvantaged lives and early
marriage is inevitable: in Bengal, of
the total number of marriages that take
place, 54.7 percent are of minor girls.
Monika has escaped this fate until
now because she is enrolled in an
adolescent empowerment programme
being implemented by the West Bengal
government. Under SABLA, or the Rajiv
Gandhi Scheme for Empowerment of
Adolescent Girls, which is a centrally
sponsored programme, attempts are
being made to improve their nutritional
status and also provide them with
an education based on life skills and

vocational training. A partnership
between the state government (Women
and Child Development Department)
and Landesa, an international nonprofit working on land rights issues,
is enabling girls in Cooch Behar to
understand their land rights and how
they can secure them.
Landesa firmly believes that girls
need to control the resources that can
help them to assert themselves and boost
their standards of living. Unfortunately,
adolescent girls in India rarely possess
rights to the most important asset of
all: land. That is why this programme,
informally called the Girls Project, has
been initiated. During the first year of its
implementation in 2012-13, the joint
pilot reached out to more than 7,000
girls across 299 anganwadi centres in
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Tufanganj block. Since 2013, it has
been extended to four more blocks
covering 1,037 anganwadis, where a
total of 40,000 girls, including Monika,
are gaining knowledge about property
and inheritance rights besides learning
basic farming techniques to grow fruits
and vegetables.
How did Mylan come to know of
this life-changing transformation taking
place in a remote corner of the world?
The filmmaker had initially read about
it in ‘The Seattle Times’ in the US in
2012. Then when she went deeper into
this story, she was inspired to capture
it on film. With funding from the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation and the
support of the Sundance Institute, she
arrived with her crew at Bhutkura in
2013. After interacting with a few girls,
Mylan zeroed in on Monika.
In the documentary, Monika
welcomes her elder sister, who has
come for a visit with her baby, and
proudly serves up a lunch made from
gourd and greens picked from her
garden. “Do you like it? Do you want
more?” she inquires eagerly. Over
light-hearted banter, the family enjoys
a healthy, filling meal. Later, as they
sit together in the courtyard, a serious
discussion ensues. When her sister tells
their mother that Monika needs to go
to school, the older woman remarks,
“But father can’t afford it.” Marriage
then? It is an option but, again, it’s
expensive. Says Monika, “When didi got
married the dowry was ` 20,000 with
some gold and a bicycle. Now that will
not be enough.” Her sister smiles and
says, “For this one’s wedding, better to
wait 10 years. The later you marry the
better.” “How about after my garden
grows?” suggests the young girl, “I am
16. Maybe when I become 18 or 20?”
What is apparent through the
sensitive narrative is that Monika has a
staunch supporter in her mother. When
her father talks about a prospective
match, she questions, “What’s to be
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gained from getting her married early?
I won’t marry her until 18. I married
my elder daughter early and now she is
sick.” Of course, her husband does not
agree, “Poor people can’t wait till their
daughters turn 18. She is not even in
school. A girl isn’t something you keep
at home after all!”
As Mylan’s camera cuts to Monika,
she is talking to her friends about the
merits of eating good food, especially
mushrooms, which she playfully calls
“the frog’s umbrella”. She tells them
confidently, “How can vegetarians get
adequate nutrition? Mushrooms provide
that; I get vitamins that will make me

Monika is enrolled
in an adolescent
empowerment
programme being
implemented by the West
Bengal government.
Under SABLA, or the
Rajiv Gandhi Scheme
for Empowerment of
Adolescent Girls, which
is a centrally sponsored
programme, attempts
are being made to
improve their nutritional
status and also provide
them with an education
based on life skills and
vocational training.

nice and healthy. I learnt this at the
centre.” Monika, who is part of the
local SABLA group, regularly visits her
anganwadi centre where the government
worker and local Landesa staff conduct
discussions on land rights, health and
nutrition, and dealing with restrictive
patriarchal norms. In addition, training
is provided on developing gardens and
other productive use of land.

A conversation Mylan has shot has
the girls talking about how they sell the
surplus vegetable from their garden.
When asked what they do with the
money, Monika promptly says, “I am
saving to pay fees to return to school.”
Her friend observes, “In our society land
makes you more stable and safe. Ma
should get some, and all the siblings
should get equal shares.”
The humdrum of an average rural
Indian woman’s life find resonance
in Monika’s activities – she does her
chores and tills the land by day, attends
a meeting at the centre, and prays at
sundown. She stares longingly at a
group of girls going to school, a dream
she hopes to fulfill from the vegetable
money she is collecting. Her visit to
the village ‘haat’ with her father is
one of the highlights of the film. After
she successfully negotiates the sale
of a bottle gourd, the satisfaction she
experiences on pocketing the `20 is
priceless.
Monika is at an age where
contradictions are a part of life. On the
one hand, she wonders what it would be
like to follow in her sister’s footsteps; on
the other, she wants to strike out on her
own. According to Mylan, Monika’s story
has a universal appeal because “every
adolescent girl in the world remains very
confused regarding her future. This will
help a girl in France or Brazil to identify
with Monika”.
Today, as her film gears up for
screenings at various global platforms,
the talented filmmaker is hoping that
the film on Monika, which will be
officially released in India in September
– and for which Mylan will be in the
country – would “provoke a discussion
on land rights for girls” and that this
effort, currently underway in one
district, would be scaled up in the entire
state, and nationally through SABLA,
impacting almost 80 million adolescent
girls in India. n
(Women’s Feature Service)
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cultural kaleidoscope

Manipuri – An ethereal dance
Manipuri is characterised by fluid movements, where each movement appears to flow
into another. The dance has extremely graceful movements of the wrists and palms,
and the footwork is predominantly on toes lending the dance its renowned ethereal
quality, writes Dr. Kanak Rele.

M

anipuri is from the northeastern state of Manipur.
Manipur literally means “the
city of jewels”. It is indeed a jewel.
Surrounded by beautiful hills and
verdant fields, this lovely state has given
us one of the jewels of Indian culture,
and that is Manipuri dancing. Dancing is
a way of life with the people of Manipur.
The people are deeply religious but no
worship, no puja is possible unless it
is accompanied by song and dance.
As such every inhabitant knows how
to dance and sing and many of them
also play various instruments.

by the ethereally beautiful and delicate
movements representing the gopis and
Radha. This is Manipuri.
The early pre-Hindu dances of
Manipur were of an animistic nature;
then came dances offered as worship
to Shiva and Parvati in their native
avataras and then came Vaishnavism
which took deep roots and is the chief
religion of the state.

Intricacies of the dance form
The present Manipuri repertoire
or the form was created sometime
in the end of the 17th century and
beginning of the 18th in the reign of
Maharaja Shri Bhagyachandra. The
present dance style, the classical
part of it has two major streams.
One is the sankirtana which is the
devotional aspect and the other is
rasa. The people who are by and large
Vaishnavite in their faith have deep
religious fervour towards Krishna and
as such the different rasas that Lord
Krishna is supposed to have performed
with the gopis of Gokul on the banks
of River Yamuna predominate in the
presentation. The gorgeous colourful
costumes enhance the aesthetic beauty
of the dance style which has both
tandava and lasya very well defined. The
tandava aspect is presented in various
drum dances pung-cholom and dances
with cymbals in the hands karatala
cholom. The lasya aspect is presented
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great love story, they are remembered
as great dancers so much so that they
were regarded as avataras of Shiva and
Parvati. The favourite dance came to
be known as Lai Haraoba (Festivity of
Gods) which is one of the main facets of
today’s Manipuri.
In the 18th century, King Pamheiba
ascended the throne. He came under
the influence of Vaishnavism and
thus changed the entire nature of
the social ethos of Manipur. He
ordered all his subjects to embrace
Vaishnavism and, in a religious
fervour, destroy all the records of the
earlier religion and its culture. He
also forbade the worship of Meitei
and the use of the Meitei language
itself.

The Rasa dance

A Manipuri performance

The Manipuri epic
At present there are two sects
in Manipur–the Meiteis and the
Vishnupriyas. The pre-Hindu culture
of Manipur is that of the Meiteis. A
favourite legend, which is a part of
history also, is Khamba and Toibi
who are the principal male and female
characters of the great Manipuri epic
‘Moirang Parba’. It tells the story of
their great love for each other, the great
privation and opposition that they had
to face from the society, their eventual
short-lived marriage which ended in the
death of both of them. Apart from their

After him came the main
architect of what we know as
Manipuri-Maharaja Bhagyachandra
who was a great devotee of Shri
Krishna. In his reign the influence of
Bengali took deep roots in Manipur.
It is Bhagyachandra who created
the Rasa dance under divine inspiration.
The present Manipuri repertoire has
three major streams.
l Sankeertana which is deeply
religious and ritualistic in nature.
l Rasas performed by Krishna and
gopis.
l	Lai Haroaba which is the oldest
traditional stylised dance.
There are three types of Rasas –
Kunja Rasa, Vasanta Rasa and Maha
Rasa. Kunja Rasa describes the meeting
of Radha and Krishna with the help of
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the sakhis in a kunja or arbour.
Vasanta Rasa describes the divine
play of rasa by Krishna and the gopis,
and the resultant jealously of Radha
and their eventual reconciliation. This
dance is usually performed at the time
of spring and ends with movements
representing throwing and splattering of
colour by Krishna and Radha, which is
reminiscent of the Holi festival.
Maha Rasa captures the spirit of the
divine rasa danced in a circle by Krishna
and the gopis. All the rasas are performed
on special full moon (Purnima) nights.
They are very lyrical and have very
graceful and fluid movements done to
soft and light stepping which creates an
ethereal atmosphere.

Dance postures
In Manipuri not only the hands and
the face but the entire body is used to
communicate ideas and meanings and
thus one can say that it is nritya that
predominates. In this light, the whole of
the rasa technique though full of nritta
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patterns becomes, in effect, nritya. This
use of the entire body to emote has, very
naturally, lessened the emphasis on the
mukhaja abhinaya which in comparison
to the other dance styles looks very tame
and insignificant. One must understand
the completely philosophical and
spiritual meaning of this underplay of
emotions. Here the abhinaya is raised
to such great spiritual heights that it
ceases to be a mundane presentation of
worldly moods and becomes an exalted
transcendental affair where not so much
the body, but the soul is to be taken
as the supreme vehicle. Rasa thus has
an ultimate religious and devotional
fervour. The basic dance sequences, five
in number are very intricate to dance
which are called the bhangi pareng.
Manipuri is characterised by its fluid
movements. Each movement appears
to flow into the next one. It also has
extremely graceful movements of the
wrists and palms. Though having a
wide variety of tala patterns; unlike
other classical dances, Manipuri does

not employ heavy and harsh pounding
of the feet. The footwork is executed
predominantly on toes lending the dance
its renowned ethereal quality. The female
dancers appear as if they are almost
gliding in the air. Drum dances form an
integral part of this dance style. Almost
every dancer knows how to play on the
pung and most, male dancers perform
the pung cholom. Pung cholom literally
means the drum dance. Here the dancer
dances with the pung which is Manipuri
‘percussion instrument. It is perhaps the
most beautiful manifestation of the
abstract concept of tala being presented
in a concrete lilt. The dancer dances and
accompanies himself with the drum.n
The writer is
Director, Nalanda
Dance Research
Center and is
a recipient of
Padmabhushan
award, Akademi
Ratna (Fellow of
Sangeet
Natak
Akademi)
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his book portrays a vivid picture
of the foundational years of
India’s legal entities as they
evolved through the study of the lives
of the three iconic figures of Indian
Judiciary, namely, Justice Kashinath
Trimbak Telang, Justice Mahadev
Govind Ranade and Justice Narayan
Ganesh Chandavarkar. All of them,
outstanding judges of the Bombay High
Court in the late 19th century and the
early 20th century, they were part of the
processes that shaped the ground for
the judiciary and legislation to evolve
under an empire that was at its zenith.
As the author, himself an outstanding
judge of the Aurangabad Bench of the
Bombay High Court states, this is not a
biography of the three judges nor is it an
account of history. It is rather written as
fond remembrance and as a tribute to
the memory of the contributions of the
three judges made to their times, on and
off the bench. The genesis of the idea of
a book, as the author states, rose in the
hallowed environs of the Bombay High
Court itself and took shape in a form
of three lectures that were delivered at
the ILS Law School, Pune in the year
2006 by the author. Later in a more
structured manner the book was first
conceptualised and written in Marathi
in the year 2010. Now in the translated
form this body of work is being made
available for the non-Marathi speaking
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readership and audience.
The work has been brought out in
nine neatly laid out chapters. Chapters
one and two lay down the general
context of the times in terms of the
historical backdrop and the measures
initiated by the British. The third chapter
delineates biographical sketches of the
three judges. Chapters four to eight
delve into the contributions made by
the three judges in diverse fields such
as religion, economics, politics, and
judicial and social reforms. The last
chapter brings together the discourse in
the context of the present and discusses
the relevance of the three judges in the
context of the day.
The work cogently brings out the
liberal outlook of the three judges even
in the overall colonial rule of the day and
the fearless attitude of the judges as they
actively participated and helped shaped
the contours of the Bombay High Court
and the legal jurisprudence. The book
also notes some startling coincidences,
one of them being that all the three were
educated at the Elphinstone College and
were part of the Council of Governor of
Bombay at one point or the other. The
three were also remarkably active in the
political arena and were present and
associated with the process of founding of
the Indian National Congress in the year
1885 and were physically present in the
first session of the Congress in Mumbai.

Of the three, of course Justice
Ranade undoubtedly stands out for
his remarkable range of interests and
scholarship, as well as, his seminal
contribution to the Prarthana Samaj and
many other institutions he supported.
He provided the framework for an
informed discussion on the political
economy and general economic issues
of those times. Along with him, the
contributions and the range of interests
displayed by Justice Telang and Justice
Chadavarkar were of considerable
importance as they provided the
strength to the liberal ethos. They
individually and collectively helped
shape the liberal ethos of the judiciary
of the day and were not hesitant to take
up issues of society and politics that
were germane to their hearts.
The author, due to the legal
background he comes from has
brought in those insights into the text
rather well. The book ably translated
holds the attention of the reader
till the end and is an important
contribution to the issues that were
germane to the late 19th and early
20 th century. This book would be of
particular interest to the students of
history, political science, law and
sociology as it attempts to sketch the
legal framework of that era.n
Ajay Dandekar is a Social Scientist.
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column / nature watch

Dian Fossey – Zoologist,
conservationist,
defender of gorillas
The life of Dian Fossey, a gorilla lover and the extent to
which she went to protect her love at the cost of her life.

I

saw the film, Gorillas in the Mist, starring Sigourney
Weaver, in the late 1980s. I had learned of Dian Fossey’s
work with gorillas much earlier, in the late 1970s, and
found myself instantly inspired by this incredible woman.
In September 1963, she borrowed the astronomical sum
of $8,000 and blew it up on a seven-week trip to Africa
where she met the legendary William Holden, owner of the
celebrated lodge, Tree Tops. Virtually in heaven, she visited
Kenya, Tanzania, the Congo and Zimbabwe in quick order.
That was it. She decided that life was in Africa and her
interactions with anthropologists Louis and Mary Leakey
in Tanzania, who spoke to her of the work of primatologist
Jane Goodall, was all the cementing that her life-changing
decision required.
Fortuitously, Dian met Joan and Alan Root, two of the
world’s finest wildlife cinematographers who encouraged her
to set up camp behind their own facility. This is where wild
mountain gorillas entered her life. And they never left.
She made for the ‘dark’ continent where she lived out
the rest of her life until she was murdered by the gorilla
poachers she had fought against for 18 long years.
To say Fossey’s work was path breaking would be an
understatement. She managed to identify three distinct
groups in her study area in Rwanda, but they were much
more wary than the gorillas of Congo. When she found that
she was unable to observe them from close up she began
mimicking their actions and sounds to reassure them. When
interviewed she said she used techniques picked up while
she was working with autistic children to habituate the
gorillas and help them to accept her as one of them.
She was also responsible for the arrest of uncounted
gorilla poachers who probably hated her as much as she
hated them. She had many other enemies too , including
some aggressive tourism promoters who never took kindly to
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her refusal to let them bring in more people than she thought
were safe for the gorillas, who she feared might catch human
diseases like the common cold.
Her unpopularity grew with every passing day as she
got caught in a pincer between park officials who were not
tough enough on poachers and tourism operators who felt that
Fossey was in the way of their expanding businesses. Things
came to a head when zoos overseas began teaming up with
traders who pointed to the ‘surplus’ gorillas and complained
that Fossey was preventing them from capturing infants.
Fighting like a mother might for her children, Dian went to
great lengths to explain how infant gorillas were actually
caught… by killing off the many adults that sprang to their
rescue! Her staff would patrol the forest and they destroyed as
many as 987 poachers’ traps in the extended vicinity of her
camp alone. Ignoring the rising and very open threats to her
life, she helped put large numbers of poachers behind bars.
Something snapped in her when on January 1, 1977,
one of her much-loved gorillas, Digit, was slaughtered by
poachers. They decapitated him and cut off his hands to sell
as ashtrays (for US $20 each).
Eventually one of the poachers was caught and he
squealed on the other five. This is when she started the
Digit Fund that is now called the Dian Fossey Gorilla Fund
International, whose primary function is simply to fund antipoaching patrols.
Then, suddenly, on the morning of December 27, 1985,
Dian Fossey was found dead in her cabin in the Virunga
Mountains of Rwanda. She had literally been clubbed to
death and then hacked by a machete. Nothing was missing.
It was not a robbery. It was an assassination.
The last entry in her diary read: “When you realise the
value of all life, you dwell less on what is past and concentrate
more on the preservation of the future.” n
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column / infocus

Touching a nadir
As a new government takes charge this month at the
centre, one hopes that in future elections will be fought on
issues concerning the nation and its people rather than
politicians indulging in personal attacks.
C. V. Aravind

is a Bangalore-based freelance
journalist.

T

he general elections of 2014 will go down in history
not just for being the one that recorded the highest
percentage of voting, but also for the acrimony that
characterised the campaign, the low level of rhetoric, the
free trading of insults and abuse, personal attacks of the
worst kind, continuous violation of the poll code, attempts at
polarisation and a scant regard for the sanctity of the Election
Commission. The campaign had little to do with how the
leaders of the various parties would deal with the problems
facing the nation and the people and even less to do with
their manifestos.
The accent right from the beginning was to derive
political mileage by mudslinging, lampooning and by making
mountains out of molehills by blowing up trivial issues. With
the ever obliging media covering all the speeches of the top
leaders of the mainstream parties the voters were treated
to a live and it would be no exaggeration to say a highly
disgusting experience of top leaders including those vying
for the PM’s post passing callous and highly derogatory
remarks on the opposition caring a fig for the dignity and
the decorum that should never be compromised in public
discourse. The utterances of some of the leaders that left a
bad taste in the mouth included among others the one by a
certain Giriraj Singh a BJP leader who thundered from the
pulpit that Modi baiters should pack off and go to Pakistan
once Modi came to power. Then there was the loose cannon
and VHP leader Pravin Togadia who exhorted Hindus to
drive out the Muslims who resided in Hindu dominated
areas by force if need be. An old video surfaced where a
Congress candidate Imran Masood threatened to chop Modi
into tiny pieces.
The latest entrant to the political firmament the Aam
Aadmi Party also was at pains to prove that it too could play
the communal card when needed. Its leader and the party
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candidate from Ghaziabad, Shazia Ilmi exhorted Muslims
to shed their secular image and turn communal to protect
their interests. External Affairs Minister Salman Khurshid
also provided his two bits to the tamasha by terming the
BJP’s PM nominee Narendra Modi as impotent while
another motor mouth of the Congress party, Mani Shankar
Iyer touching on Modi’s roots pronounced grandiosely that
a chaiwallah could never become the PM of the country.
West Bengal CM, Mamata Banerjee wondered whether
Modi was a donkey and her hatchet man and Rajya Sabha
member Derek O’Brien referred to him as the Butcher of
Gujarat. Not to be outdone Modi too had a field day by
insisting on calling the Congress Vice President Rahul
Gandhi as ‘shehzada’ and referring to the UPA government
as the maa-beta ka sarkar. The Samajwadi party leader
Azam Khan did his best to drive a wedge in the armed
forces by proclaiming that the Muslims had played a stellar
role in the Kargil war.
Modi’s Man Friday Amit Shah referred to Azamgarh in
UP as a hub of terrorism. But perhaps the most devastating
comment came from a yoga teacher Baba Ramdev whose
abiding pastime is to shoot his mouth off and direct barbs
at the politicians he abhors. His diatribe against Rahul
Gandhi where he likened the leader’s trips to Dalit houses to
honeymoons and picnics not only denigrated the leader, but
also the entire Dalit community who were up in arms against
the scathing and depraved comment.
The fervent hope now is that five years hence that is in
2019, a wiser crop of politicians will take the place of the
earlier lot and decide that what really matters in election
campaigns is not pandering to caste, religion or indulging
in demagoguery but in coming out with solutions for the
problems of the people and in charting out a blueprint for
the future. n
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Quiz No: 125
1. Mumbai was the first city to have..?
a. Skywalk
b. Metro
c. Monorail
d. Local train






2. The Bandhavgarh National Park is located in which
state?
a. Uttar Pradesh

b. Bihar

c. Madhya Pradesh

d. Kerala


Answers to Quiz # 124
QUESTION 1
Answer: (d) Green Chilly
Bollywood actor Rakhi Sawant is going to contest the Lok
Sabha election from the Mumbai North-West constituency.
She is standing as an independent candidate from her new
party called the Rashtriya Aam Party (RAP).
QUESTION 2
Answer: (c) Kerala
Mohiniyattam is a classical dance form from Kerala, India. It
is believed to have originated in 16th century and is one of
the eight Indian classical dance forms. It is considered a
very graceful form of dance meant to be performed as solo
recitals by women.
QUESTION 3
Answer: (d) Justice R M Lodha
Justice Lodha (64), who is the most senior judge of the
apex court after Justice Sathasivam, will assume his new
charge on April 27. He will become the 41th Chief Justice
of India after Justice P Sathasivam.
QUESTION 4
Answer: (b) Tungabhadra
Hampi is situated on the banks of the Tungabhadra river. Its
strategic location is bound by the torrential Tungabhadra
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3. Who wrote the famous novel ‘Train to Pakistan?’
a. Salman Rushdie

b. Vikram Seth

c. Khushwant Singh

d. Shiv Kher

4. Kathakali is the dance form of which state?
a. Kerala

b. Karnataka

c. Orissa

d. Tamil Nadu

5. Movie ‘Chaudhvin ka Chand’ had which famous actress
in it?
a. Meena Kumari

b. Waheeda Rehman

c. Madhu Bala

d. Farida Dadi

river on one side and surrounded by defensible hills on the
other three sides.
QUESTION 5
Answer: (a) Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka won the match by 6 wickets at Shere Bangla stadium
in Dhaka. Kumar Sangakkara hit a half-century. The victory
gave Sri Lanka their first world title in 18 years since winning
the World Cup crown in 1996.
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Mehrangarh Fort
ONE of India’s biggest forts, the Mehrangarh Fort or the Citadel
of the Sun, stands atop a 125-metre hill in Jodhpur, Rajasthan.
It was built by the Rajput king, Rao Jodha Singh in the 1450s.
Resplendent in pink sandstone, the fort looms over the city. It
has seven massive gates. In the early days, the gates would
be kept closed at dusk, after which no one was allowed to
leave or enter the city.
The fort’s walls are six metres thick and bear marks of
the sieges and battles fought. Unlike other forts in the
region this fort was invaded more often by the neighbouring
Rajput kings and chieftains than by Mughals and Afghans.
At the southern end of the fort, one can see cannons used
in warfare jutting out from the ramparts. Three huge guns
Kilkila, Shambhubaan and Ghazikhan are still kept in
perfect condition in the fort.
The Iron Gateway or the Loha pol is the final gate leading
to the palaces. On this gateway you can see hand prints
of Maharaja Man Singh’s widows who committed sati.
The palaces are built around a courtyard, which houses
the royal treasures such as palanquins, paintings, howdahs,
weapons, costumes and jewels.

AMAZING LIVING WORLD

There are many palaces inside the fort. Moti Mahal has many
hidden balconies from which it is said, the queens followed
the court proceedings below. Sheeshmahal has huge paintings
of religious figures among others.
The fort overlooks Brahmapuri, the oldest settlement in
Jodhpur. It was inhabited mainly by Brahmins once. Their
houses were painted blue to distinguish them from those of
the others.

Dish-advantage!

THE marcgravia evenia, a plant native to Cuba, has
bowl-shaped leaves that act as a satellite dish to
reflect sound waves emitted by bats. They also
enable the plants’ pollinators — the Cuban nectarfeeding bats — to locate the plant easily amidst
the surrounding foliage.
Researchers believe that the plant has developed
the bowl-shaped leaves in addition to its regular
leaves because the curved shape reflects
sound waves more efficiently.
Even though many
plant species are
pollinated by bats,
this is the first
instance of a plant
evolving special
leaves to aid
echolocation
of bats.
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SPARKLER

Rajaji on the Raj
IN 1937, when Rajaji was the
chief minister of the erstwhile
Madras province, he handed
over an envelope to his
assistant and asked him to
paste a stamp on it.
The assistant stuck the stamp,
but upside down.
Noticing this, Rajaji thumped
the fellow on his back, saying,
"Well done, my boy! For so
many years we have been trying
to overthrow the crown and
here you’ve turned the crown
upside down in a second!"
The stamp featured the picture
of King George.
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Art Beat
Environment
Friend or Fiend?

5 June is World
Environment Day! Answer this
quiz to find out how environment
friendly you are!!

1. Do you sing and dance in the shower while water flows
down the drain?
A) Yes. B) Sometimes. C) No.
2. Do you pester your parents to drive you down even if
your friend lives in the next lane?
A) Yes, why tire myself out?
B) Sometimes, when it’s an emergency.
C) No, I walk or take my bicycle.
3. When you are sent to a shop, do you take along a cloth
or jute bag?
A) No, the shopkeeper usually gives a polythene bag.
B) Sometimes, when mummy reminds me.
C) Most of the times, as polythene is non-biodegradable.
4. Do you use the blank pages of last year’s notebooks and
registers for doing rough work?
A) No, I always get new notebooks, even for rough work.
B) Sometimes.
C) Yes, I know many trees have to be cut to make a
single notebook.

5. Do you remember to switch off lights and fans when
you go out of a room?
A) Rarely, we can easily pay the bills.
B) Sometimes, when dad tells me to.
C) Most of the times.
6. Do you know the terms biodegradable, conservation and
recycling?
A) One or none of them.
B) Two of them.
C) All three of them.

If most of your answers are C’s you are an environment pal; if it is a combination of B’s or C’s, you are aware of the
environment; and, if they are mostly A’s, it’s about time you develop an awareness of the environment!

Puzzle

Quick Math

Think it out!

THE class was studying the chapter on ‘Pollution’. To
demonstrate the pollution levels in different parts of the
city, Teena’s teacher gave her a glass container and asked
her to fill it with air from a congested area of the city. The
container, made of glass, had a tight-fitting lid which was
removable. Teena was aware that the container contained
air from the school environment.
Do you think it is possible for her to get an absolutely
accurate sample of the air from the city’s congested area?

IF you add up all the digits in 0123456789, you’ll get 45. If
instead you multiply all the digits, will the product be more
or less than 100?

Answer :

Answer :
The product of all ten digits is zero!

It is possible provided Teena fills the container with water
at the school and then pours it out as soon as she reaches
the congested area. She can then be sure that air in her
container will be an accurate sample.
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GREA
T INDIANS
GREAT

GURU A T GOVINDRAJ PILLAI
An institution in himself (1914-1984)

B

ORN on 22 June 1914, in a family devoted to music
and dance for generations, Guru Ayyampettai
Thyagaraj Govindraj Pillai had first started his music
lessons from Vidwan Veerabhadra Pillai. Later he was
thoroughly trained in the intricacies of Carnatic music by
the veterans Vidwan Markhanda Pillai and Vidwan Venugopal.
By sheer dint of hard work and intense devotion to the
art, Guru Govindraj Pillai had reached the pinnacle of fame
which very few could accomplish. It was just after he
married Karunambal, the only daughter of
Bharatha Vidwan Kuppiah Pillai, that the
genius of Guru Govindraj Pillai came to be
recognised in the field of dancing.
Karunambal was a great source of
inspiration and of immense help to
Guru Govindraj in imparting tuition
to the students. Guruji had amassed
extensive knowledge in Bharatha
Natyam from the vast treasures of
Vidwan Pillai’s erudite scholarship.
In early 1945, accompanied by
Karunambal, Guruji came to
Mumbai, on an invitation of few
select students, to train them in
classical Bharatha Natyam in the
Thanjavur tradition. These students
had witnessed the performance of the
then famous Travancore sisters, Lalitha,
Padmini, Ragini (who were also actors) and
had expressed their desire to acquire training
in Bharatha Natyam from the same Gurus, who
had taught them.
Living in Mumbai, however, came with its share of struggles.
Space was a major constraint. As there was no common place
to train students, the couple had to travel across Mumbai,
using public transport to teach the students in their respective
homes. After much struggle, with help from Mr. Dixit, they
got a place at the Chetana Art Centre, Kala Ghoda to run their
dance school, and a humble beginning was made.
The long felt need of the art lovers of Bombay for a
traditional dance academy was at last realised with the
support of the parents of the students, on the auspicious
day of Dassera in 1951, with the birth of Sri Rajarajeswari
Bharatha Natya Kala Mandir in Matunga. Under the guidance
of his father-in law, the legendary Guru Kuppiah Pillai and
his brother in law, the talented and experienced Guru T K
Mahalingam Pillai, the institute flourished and reached great
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heights. Students from all walks of life, irrespective of
religion, language or other barriers were trained, at very
nominal fees.
The students of Kala Mandir consistently bagged the
Government of India scholarships. As the fame of the institute
spread far and wide, many young girls from the city were eager
to learn Bharatha Natyam. New training centres were set up
across the city. Some of the distinguished dancers who trained
under Guru Govindraj include Sudha Doraiswamy, Lakhmi
Iyer, Kalasadan Mani, Natraj Vashi, the great
Kathak exponent Damayanti Joshi and cine
artistes Kamini Kaushal, Nalini Jaywant,
Waheeda Rehman and Gopi Krishna,
among others.
In recognition of his very
distinguished and meritorious
services in the field of Bharatha
Natyam, the Tamil Nadu
Sangeet Nataka Academy,
Madras conferred on Guru
Govindraj Pillai the prestigious
title of ‘Kalaimamani’ and the
award of the best Bharatha
Natya Vidwan of 1971. Majestic
in his nattuvangam and melodious
in his singing, Guruji had conducted
over 2000 arangetrams and nearly
10,000 concerts in India and abroad.
Notable amongst these concerts include
the prestigious performances in Singapore
and Kuala Lumpur in 1973, and in Sydney
during the Sydney Festival in 1977. He won many
prestigious awards during his life time.
On an invitation of Indian Council for Cultural Relations,
he led a troupe of 30 artistes to Nepal where he presented
the well known dance-drama “Vasanthavalli” in the year
1982. Unassuming, amiable, gentle Guru Govindraj was the
embodiment of simplicity, sincerity, devotion and sterling
character.
An able administrator, he personally took care of all the
back stage arrangements, right from arranging for the pooja,
mikes, lights to all stage preparation prior to the programmes.
He had amazing organising skills, and took care of minute
details, especially during the various cultural tours across India.
In the year 1984, Guruji passed away at the age of 70.
His legacy, the Kala Kendra lives on and that is the greatest
tribute to this great artiste. 
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PROF. MANORAMA SA
VUR
SAVUR
A thorough role model (1927-2014)

D

r. Manorama Savur was an exemplary teacher who
mentored hundreds of students who opted for
Master’s and Doctoral programmes for Sociology
from Mumbai University. She taught for three decades in
the sociology department and was influenced by Prof. A.
R. Desai, a stalwart committed to Marxism. She had the
courage of conviction and freely and fearlessly expressed
her views. In 1975 when Emergency was imposed in
India, she vehemently and openly opposed it.
She always had a gracious smile that added
charm to her beautiful persona. She was
very helpful to her students and all
those who came in contact with her.
In 1977 when the University of
Mumbai was throbbing with
ideological debates, her room was
an adda. She had an open door
policy for students, scholars and
academicians of different
ideological moorings. During
1980s, she introduced a paper
on ‘Sociology of Women’ in
Mumbai University.
Dr. Savur was not an ivory
tower academician; she was down
to earth and responded to unfolding
socio-political reality with utmost
zeal. She loved animals and plants,
and when the new campus of Mumbai
University was established in Santacruz in
1974, she took active part in planting saplings
which have grown into giant trees over 40 years. Till
her last breath she fought to protect the trees. Prof. Savur’s
areas of specialisation were environmental sociology,
sociology of health and rural sociology. She retired as
Professor and Head of the Department of Sociology,
University of Mumbai in 1987. After her retirement, she
became a volunteer of Women’s Centre that provides
institutional support to women survivors of violence. Her
presence had a humanising impact among fire-brand
feminists. Dr. Savur’s research work was always on socially
relevant issues. She edited archival material on trade union
movement in India. Through her research she also exposed
built-in weaknesses of the Employees State Insurance
Scheme (ESIS) in India, and compared its working with
that of similar schemes abroad.
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She never shied of arduous field work. Her painstaking
effort for over a decade resulted in two extremely valuable
volumes published in 2003 on the political economy of
bamboo. This book “And the Bamboo Flowers in the Indian
Forests: What did the Pulp and the Paper Industry Do?”
Vol. I & II, Manohar Publications, Delhi was the outcome
of a multi-sourced (archival, library and field-based research)
and interdisciplinary work to highlight the environmental
and socio-economic implications on the forest
dwellers and workers as a result of the paper
and synthetic fiber industry and the policy
concerning bamboo farming, from the
colonial times to the present. She
supported environmentally regenerative
bamboo-use practices and was for a
rational and scientific approach
towards felling of bamboo. She
opposed arbitrary and intensive
use of bamboo by commercial
vested interests that destroy forest
lives and damage forest dwellers
livelihoods. She declared, “To
clearfell the bamboo forests in the
Northeast would be an ecological
disaster. Bamboo does have many
uses for the local people - but let us
not forget it is also the green gold of
the forests.”
Dr.
Savur
also
co -edited
“Contradictions in Indian Society: Essays in
Honour of Professor A.R. Desai” with Prof. Indra
Munshi.
For last two decades, Dr. Savur managed to be active
despite cancer and deteriorating health. She never discussed
her pain but gave helpful advice to many cancer victims on
coping with cancer. She passed away on the same day as
her ideologue Karl Marx i.e. 14 March. During her last
days, she was helped by many friends in the Indian Army.
She had rented a flat in Athashree, a society for senior
citizens founded by armymen in Pune. As per her last wish,
her body was donated to the Army Medical Hospital. This
act of hers inspired all those who had gathered to pay
their last respects to her after her death to take a pledge
to donate their bodies as well. 
– Dr. Vibhuti Patel is Professor and Head, Department of
Economics, SNDT Women’s University, Mumbai.
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LT COL R VISHW
ANA
THAN Vr C
VISHWANA
ANATHAN
The valiant Colonel (1960- 1999)

V

ISHWANATHAN was born in 1960 and educated
at Kochi. He joined the National Defence
Academy in 1977 and was commissioned into 18
Grenadiers in 1981. He served in the Indian Peace
Keeping Force in Sri Lanka and UN Peace Keeping Force
in Angola. The unit moved to the Kargil sector from
the Kashmir Valley arriving at Mughalpura on 18 May
1999. They were ordered to capture 16,000 feet high
Toloing feature.
The zig-zag path leading to it had no cover
and was under observation of the enemy
occupying the heights. Movement was
possible only during night or in bad
weather. The Pakistani soldiers on
the heights brought down artillery
fire on the Srinagar – Leh
highway and disrupted any
movement on the road. It was
imperative to dislodge the
enemy from this feature to
remove the threat to the
highway and to get a platform
to clear the surrounding posts.
The brave soldiers crawled their
way up inch by inch in
temperatures of minus 10 degrees
and sharp howling wind. They had
no sleeping bags. The attacks
launched on 22 May and 28 May failed.
Two helicopter strikes on 26 and 27 May
were ineffective. The assaulting troops got pinned
down due to heavy enemy fire.

addresed decided to personally lead the attack. They
reached the top after a six hour arduous climb. Subedar
Randhir Singh suggested to wait for help in view of heavy
build up at the objective. If they delayed, dawn would
soon be on them. He decided on an immediate attack
and said to Subedar Singh, “Being a brave Jat, you are
afraid of the Pakis.” Subedar Singh said that he was not
afraid and asked the colonel to lead. Col Vishwanathan
crawled ahead ignoring the danger posed by the
enemy. Three of his men lay dead and he had
to get them down. He captured three
bunkers but received injuries in groin and
thighs. Col Thakur crawled up to Col
Vishu and dragged him to safety. He
tried
mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation, but he succumbed
to the injuries in the lap of the
Comanding Officer. Randhir Singh
took over and silenced the
machine gun. He killed two
more enemies before he fell.
They were both awarded
Vir Chakra. A week earlier, Col
Vishu had requested for a
satellite phone since talking to the
family would be a morale booster.
The phone did arrive but with dead
batteries - a cruel epitaph in blood
o v e r s n o w. T h e f e a t u r e w a s
subsequently captured by 2 Rajputana
Rifles.

Major Adhikari led the next attack on 30 May and
succumbed to his injuries about 20 metres short of the
objective. Machine gun fire by the enemy did not allow
the bodies to be recovered. The Pakistani soldiers mocked
the Indian troops challenging them to collect their bodies.
Captain Nimbalkar shouted back that he had come to
collect bodies of Pakistani soldiers. On 2 June,
Commanding Officer Colonel Thakur and second in
command Colonel Vishwanathan sat behind a rock
planning the next move.

His father Mr Ramakrishnan was informed by
telephone on 3 June that his son was no more. Mr
Ramakrishnan commented, “We grieve the loss of our
son but we are also proud that he dedicated his life to
the nation.” Col Vishu is survived by his wife Jalaja and
two children. He had written a letter to his wife but did
not have the time to post it. The letter was received by
her along with the bullet ridden body of Col Vishu. He
had written, “I am proceeding to an unidentified
destination. It could be dangerous.” He was due to come
home on 4 June and had planned to take the family to
his base. 

Col Vishwanathan or Col Vishu as we was fondly

– Brigadier Suresh Chandra Sharma (retd)
(Sketches of Great Indians by C.D. Rane)
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